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ABSTRACT

 This practice-led research explores the use of locally sourced clay as a primary artistic 
material when working through issues connected to global displacement. These issues include 
foreignness, unstable identities, and cultural isolation. My own position as a Korean and inter-
national artist informs this research while highlighting the problematic realities associated with 
national identity, territory, and notions of ‘home’. 

 Ritualistic and performative actions demonstrate clay to be a tool for engagement. These 
actions are expressed as repetitive actions that are culturally informed, along with live perfor-
mances and performance for camera across both sculptural installations and mixed media, all of 
which prioritize an interaction with local clay. In these works, actions place emphasis on a present 
and participatory audience and find new ways to use the human body as a tool and an artistic 
material. These works are particularly (but not exclusively) aimed to engage an audience with a 
third cultured background, that is, those with experience of more than one culture.

 My primary method is the physical analysis of clay emphasising its tactile qualities.  It is 

important that I source the clay in the location in which I perform the artwork in order to generate a 
sense of familiarity and connection with the ‘bedrock’ of a lived experience that represents ‘home’.
 

 Drawing on contemporary theories of performativity and the body (Amelia Jones, Elis-

abeth Grosz) and on the specific body of knowledge of Korean ritualistic actions, including folk 
beliefs and the traditional skills of Korean ceramicists (Eun Bum Lee, Hyang Jong Oh), and the-

ories of cultural displacement (Homi Bhaba, Trinh T Minh-ha, Yi-fu Tuan).  Likewise, the artistic 
context of this research references artists from the 1970s, such as Ana Mendieta, Stuart Brisley, 
and the Gutai group.

 Through exploring participatory public artworks, this research aims to influence the audi-

ence’s’ experience of public space. 
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IMPACT STATEMENT 

 Currently, our world finds itself seemingly driven by a need to upend ideals that have long 
been stable. National borders are being challenged and defended, forced migration is increasing, 

and political paradigms are shifting. Our social attitudes on matters of culture, identity, otherness, 

belonging, and nationalism have accelerated parallel to systemic global changes. As we live 
through these upheavals, it is important to consider the cultural positionings of individuals navi-

gating unfamiliar landscapes after suffering displacement. These are the realities of our time, and 

they can be understood through identifying with public art that invites audiences to consider new 
social agreements and old territories through the lens of a third cultured artist, whom this work 
defines as a person holding two previous and distinct cultural experiences while living a third. 

 The arrival of third cultured persons to a new place can result by way of forced displace-

ment or migration and even by choice. My work and processes are rooted in my own struggles 
while experiencing cultural isolation in new national spaces. Through prioritizing experience, my 
artwork facilitates the opportunity for audiences to reflect on their own identities while encounter-
ing their fellows other than through the confines of national status. Moreover, my works extend my 
experience to audiences on the grounds that these issues are played out with us all. As the artist, 
I become the access point through which my artworks play with the ideals of ownership, territory, 
and identity. Ultimately, my processes and methods are responsible for putting these questions 

into the world. 

 Theory and practice have a direct relationship to how my works are both constructed 
and presented to audiences. For example, my process relies on using local clay as a primary 
material from which to build moments of encounter that are infused with live performance. In our 
daily lives, the land is often thought of as exclusionary and divided. Theory and practice are of-
ten connected through incorporating live performance into my public installation pieces, as well. 
This all expresses itself by using the human body as a tool and even as a separate material. Live 
performance adds qualitative bearings to my work, since many of the concepts explored through 
live performance are largely subjective and are received by viewers as such. Audiences are then 
able to configure the significance of a body moving through materials that were sourced through 
a borderless earth, while engaging in the biography of the artist herself.

 Other fields of research may find this work on using artistic materials with live perfor-
mance beneficial, from psychology to community organizing and even urban planning. These 
fields may find substance in what social issues can be solved and addressed by taking an artisti-
cally collaborative approach to high-stakes conversations on issues of culture, territory, and com-

munity. There are many social and political areas which are required to intersect with each other 
for my work and research to be successful. It is my hope that others will find similar opportunities 

in what I am pursuing. 
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The tension of contemporary life exists as a paradox: in an era of in-

creasing migration, both forced and chosen, we are simultaneously radically 
global and yet culturally divided. As a Korean-born individual, who was educated 
in the United States and now lives in London, I personally embody this paradox. 
I do this by identifying with what is regarded as being a third cultured person in 
that I have two previously formative cultural experiences and I navigate a third, 
new culture that is distant from me. Existing in a space of a Third Culture is a 
significant theme in my artistic practice and research. In response to my own 
experiences with cultural tension, my research and artistic works offer audiences 
the opportunity to encounter cultural spaces and issues stemming from isolation. 

This is done by creating artwork that invites audiences to experience the pres-

entation of locally sourced clay, live performance, and ritualistic actions. My use 

of clay that I personally dig from public sites in London allows audiences of all 
cultures to interact with the physical earth on borderless terms. Likewise, by in-

fusing these artworks with live performance, repetition, and ritualistic actions that 
are informed by my Korean heritage, I am in a position to offer my own self as a 
corporeal representation of a South Asian navigating new cultural spaces. While 
I cannot anticipate or manage how this work is received by audiences, the act of 
an artist using local materials to negotiate issues of identity, heritage, and cultural 

isolation is an artistic end in itself in that it provides the opportunity for viewers to 
enter their own discourse around culture.

Given its wide usage across the educational and social sciences, it is 
important to clarify what is meant exactly by my use of the term ‘third cultured’. 
In my work, this status is determined as having been born and raised in one 
country, educated in another, and living in a third during part of the adult stage 

of life. This can contribute to an intergenerational reality, with families containing 
several generations and cultural experiences. In my own family, there are older 
members who hold on to more of their original culture, something that dissipates 
among second and third generations, as they become more aligned with the new 
national heritage of their parents or grandparents. This status can also appear 

across political, social, and technological contexts. Refugees experiencing forced 
migration will experience the tensions associated with navigating a new, culturally 

INTRODUCTION
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isolating space and may have a different social experience from a second-gen-

eration graduate student. There is also an opportunity for the realities around life 

as a third cultured person to extend into digital spaces, as one could engage in 
online platforms that are reflective of their new country’s language and cultural 
norms while also having another online presence that is rooted in their original 
language and social networks. 

It is important to note that my work around identity is not solely informed 
by national origin or citizenship, though I recognize how strongly civic realities 
can build a culture. Mine is an open view of culture itself, namely, the artistic, lin-

guistic, behavioural, and social parameters, which can often be traced to national 
heritage. This can be seen, for example, among people arriving in a new location, 
such as London, bringing with them the previously formative national and cultural 
experiences of their own heritage. While these populations have been tradition-

ally defined in terms relating to varying experiences in international education, 
I also extend my definition to encompass migration and subsequent feelings of 
cultural isolation. In the field of education, these populations are referred to as 
third-culture individuals (TCI) and are often studied in the context of their emo-

tional and psychological profiles while in Western primary school settings.1

  This 

research also takes into account a multitude of previous cultural experiences 
when achieving this label, including parental and national factors. My work oper-
ates with the notion that experiences of more than one culture serve as performa-

tive demonstrations of the individual’s previous cultural reference points in a third 

space. In this way, these populations are defined as much by a state of cultural 
limbo and subsequent isolation as they are by the cultures which formed their 
individual foundations. It is from this third psychological state of obscurity that my 

artwork speaks, as I attempt to work through isolation by literally apprehending 
and shaping the earth in its clay form. Using clay directly from the place that in-

spires feelings of cultural isolation, I am then able to use my body, the space, my 

tools, and distinct materials to artistically represent these ongoing negotiations 

between my cultural selves. 

1 Ruth Hill Useem and Richard D. Downie.  “Third-Culture Kids,” Today’s Education, 
1976, accessed January 3, 2017, https://eric.ed.gov/?id=EJ157665.
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Space itself is a significant consideration in how my work intervenes 
publicly. Just as the artist is negotiating a third cultural self, the space being 

worked through can be regarded as a ‘third space.’ I artistically occupy this un-

known space by recognizing that it evokes an emotional reaction causing me 
to seek a sense of familiarity located within my own memories. Physical space 
becomes mental space in this way. It is then possible for this unfamiliarity to stem 
from feeling alienated from a location altogether. These concerns are demon-

strated through my use of my own body as a tool to both make and perform my 
artworks, and each piece gives audiences a view into how I navigate these spac-

es and personal states that are tied to the global realities we are all subject to. 

How space is used can affect already difficult cultural transitions, some-

times by design. An extreme example of designing spaces to have intended men-

tal impacts is the Demilitarized Zone (DMZ), which is located along the border of 
South and North Korea. Overall, the border is a place of physical barriers and ref-
ugee camps, which themselves use space. In a less extreme and more mundane 
example, it is common to encounter the use of transparent glass in airport check-

points, which prescribes an illusion of openness, but ultimately exercises control 
of movement and free access. It is also possible for space to accommodate con-

trol over one’s movement through political, social, or even spatial ambiguity. For 

instance, if a Korean is indefinitely waiting in a United States immigration centre 
on Angel Island in California before their passports can be issued, the space 

of containment works hand-in-hand with ambiguity to affect the mental state of 
those in that space. Ambiguity is the hallmark of third spaces, as it requires men-

tal engagement on the part of those navigating it.

Ambiguity can also lead to psychological need. It is in response to the 

challenges of existing within ambiguous psychological spaces that my work inter-
venes to facilitate discourse around displacement by creating works that are pro-

duced with local materials, sourced from the ground of a foreign territory, which, 
for me, is a place that is not linked to one’s own heritage. Foreign territories can 
be understood beyond our traditional comprehension of them as physical loca-

tions. Foreign territories can also occupy varying symbolic modes, as defined by 
the mental and emotional reactions to their unfamiliarity. Locally sourced materi-

als have the potential to lead us into an emotionally neutral encounter with a new 
territory, as clay is naturally found in a literally borderless state that does not pro-
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voke anxieties around foreignness. Confronting materials for physical territories 
in a literal way that is free of social constructs is something that helps me, as a 
third cultured artist, produce works that welcome audiences to consider notions 
of ownership versus cultural isolation, while I as the artist seek a sense of famil-
iarity through a universal material dug from a new place. What impact working 
with locally sourced clay from London will have on diverse audiences remains to 
be seen, and these are observations I am looking forward to making as I continue 
in this approach. 

Psychological habituation is a major way by which I navigate feelings of 
cultural isolation as an artist, during both the making and exhibitive stages of my 
work. In my artistic practice, habituation arises from repetition. This is manifest at 
the psychological level, as seen in the Oxford Dictionary’s definition of psycholog-

ical habituation, which describes “the diminishing of a physiological or emotional 
response to a frequently repeated stimulus.”2  Repetitive acts not only assist in 
the memorization and standardization of processes and hand-skills; engaging in 

repetitive actions can also help me understand a state of psychological coping, as 

I construct and later perform my work publicly. Moreover, selecting which repet-
itive actions are applied can also involve psychology, as I can commit to certain 

metaphoric or culturally informed gestures to emotionally process the themes of 

a given piece. It is therefore important for the artist to become familiar with a new 
set of materials, especially the local clay being used. This process of habituation 

cloaks my works in the dust of my memories, allowing me to literally imprint a for-
eign cultural experience onto a new territory. My sense of habituation is at once 
about accepting the emotional challenges surrounding displacement and about 

reaching a sense of repetitive mastery, which includes repetitive hand-building 
skills like rolling, coiling, or pinching in the making process. 

Applying handbuilding skills in the making stages of my work utilizes 
haptic and tactile elements which also promote ritualistic action. Moreover, they 
assist me in attaining a sense of comfort amid an unfamiliar cultural landscape. 

Touching the clay in similarly repetitive ways helps sanction the making process 
as a more personally connected set of actions, where ownership of a previously 

2 Encyclopedia Oxford Dictionary, s.v. “Habituation”, accessed November 9, 2016, https://
en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/habituation.
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unknown space can be achieved through malleable impositions onto the clay. 
The act of literally touching the earth in successive routines becomes a larger 

act that intervenes within intangible and arbitrary constructions, such as borders 
and nationalism, which then lead to cultural isolation. The haptic experience re-

moves the artist’s psychological barriers to belonging and familiarity by engaging 

with earthly materials on new emotional terms. In my respective interviews with 
Korean ceramicists Eun Bum Lee and Hyan Jong Oh, we discussed the impor-
tance of maintaining one’s awareness through a tactile relationship with clay. Eun 
Bum Lee described his innate comfort while “touching the clay in that moment, 
through numerous repetitive tasks,” as being “the most natural behaviour [he] can 
describe…”.3  Hyan Jong Oh also mentioned the benefit that repetitive action and 
touch can have for one’s focus, stating that he “wants to touch more clay so [he] 
can concentrate more on what [he’s] doing.”4

It is important to recognize how much of an artist’s internal reality can 
determine a work’s public message. The impact of my work revolves around ex-

ploring what bidirectional relationships exist between myself, society, and the 
territories we compose. I do this by incorporating elements of my Korean heritage 
into the making process in the form of ritualistic actions. The pieces themselves 

are tools which serve this intersectionality of audience and use that global dis-

placement. My work affords viewers the ability to evaluate themselves within a 
clay structure built from a new territory, such as London, so they can privately 
consider themselves in relation to their new location. In the future, this is work I 
look forward to doing more directly and intentionally.

My work aims to reduce the mental and emotional burdens stemming 
from living in an unfamiliar place, through grappling with each individual’s own 
status as a culturally displaced person. While my pieces strive to overcome the 

challenges of displacement, they also strive to identify solutions through empha-

sizing the need for psychological wellness and coping among the displaced. I 
must, and do, inhabit the space of this individual, so I may artistically reach these 

goals. Eventually, my work seeks to connect the cultural need to public action, 

3 Eun Bum Lee (Ceramic artists in Korea), in discussion with the author. July 2018 (Ap-

pendix, 2019, p.126)
4 Hyang Jong oh (Ceramic artists in Korea), in discussion with the author. July 2018 (Ap-

pendix, 2019, p 130.)
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positively changing the way audiences experience displacement. Each viewer’s 
personal journey is imprinted onto my work, just as I was imprinted onto the earth. 
The public has a standing invitation to engage their sense of foreignness when 
encountering my work. In this way, we can arrive at any new territory cloaked in 
our own memories, always in pursuit of the familiar.

Before continuing, it is important to note why I do not identify myself as 
a ‘South Korean.’ The political divide between North and South has defined much 
of my cultural life, especially since childhood. I therefore use language as a way 
to unify what is currently divided and politically unstable. After all, all Koreans, 
whether living in the Northern regime or Southern democracy, speak the same 
language. This is an important fact that I extend to describing my own personal 
and cultural identity, and it helps to give hope to the idea that one day, we could 
unify these two lands. I use clay in a similar way and regard it as a language that 
carries with it an artistic and psychological form of speech, one that is able to 
unify people through the artistic processes of habituation through material and 

performative action, as mentioned earlier. In an attempt to rectify this sad political 

history through language, I hope to offer a new way forward through art. 

Since I am focusing on exploring the issues associated with cultural iso-

lation and global displacement and sharing my public work among Koreans and 
South Asians in England, I rely on public spaces in London as places to extract 
my primary material (clay), just as I use the excavated clay for inspiration for my 
art works. Researching public spaces and on-site material and testing locally-ex-

tracted clay is an important first step in this work. All the clay is dug up from public 
spaces in and around London and is then scientifically tested in the studio (with 
Dr Patrick Quinn from UCL Institute Archaeology and Dr David Dobson Prof. from 

UCL Earth Science). After studying the clay’s chemical and physical composition, 

I begin a series of more subjective, artistic tests, which help me garner a fuller 
understanding of the materials I am working with. This includes artistic material 
testing, which see me documenting my emotional responses to and preferences 
for the different forms of clay found around London. 

Performance and ritualistic action feature prominently within my work, 
as I regard them as the means with which to invite audiences to overcome the 
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psychology around disorientation. Adapting physical actions, and particularly the 

actions of Korean rituals, through repetition is also a way to introduce audiences 
to my own original Korean heritage; performing such repetitive actions during the 
making process also places me in conversation with my audience as well as with 
whatever land I find myself in. After developing a series of questions to answer 
for a self-reflexive artist interview, I pointed out the importance of incorporating 
live performance into the exercise of ritualistic action, commenting that ritualistic 
action requires that “one must be using one’s body live in real time,”5  which is a 
necessary element for live performance. Examples of adapting physical actions 
into artwork include, but have not been limited to, using hand gestures associat-
ed with traditional Korean prayers, such as from worship and folk-lore during the 
making process, as well as other culturally informed actions during live exhibi-
tions that are framed under the domain of live performance.

My methodology regarding performance is one that is physically inclu-

sive. Any action can be adapted to be a performative action, including ones us-

ing the entire body. Overall, the actions used in my work are typically informed 
by Korean traditions to methodically produce work in a mindful way, where the 
same action is often repeated over and over until a larger, more intricate piece is 

finally revealed. In this regard, habituation can be extended to a sense of practi-
cal familiarity. Accordingly, Merriam Webster defines habituation as “[causing] (a 
person or animal). to become familiar with and used to a particular place, situa-

tion.”6  Adapting actions repetitively is one way in which I become familiar with the 
processes I am habituating. My work pursues similar aims for the displaced: an 
audience physically encountering a piece constructed with the organic elements 
of a foreign territory where they feel isolated is the first bridge between the dis-

placed agent and a sense of ownership. I hope my work holds potential to help 
immigrants in London reconsider how they are situated within their new home.

There is then the issue of what is being habituated. Ritualistic actions 
are any physical movements that, when repeated over time, produce an artistic 

5 Nayoung Jeong. Artist Interview: & A by myself, within 50 questions for asking by myself 
as an artist. October 2019 (Appendix, 2019, p. 63)
6 Encyclopaedia Britannica, Marriam- Webster (Massachusetts, 1828), s.v. “Habituation.”
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result. As I also answered in my personal artist interview, “Ritualistic actions are 
repeated gestures completed in succession and often without variation.” This 
was something that I had learned as a youth studying ceramics in Korea, where 
“I was trained to make 50 cups or 50 bowls over and over”7

  in order to habituate 

myself to how unvaried succession can produce uniformity and even perfection. 
Adopting cultural rituals and behaviours into ritualistic action roots this process in 

my heritage.

Relying on repetitive action to construct a piece allows a personal heal-
ing to take effect during the making process. This underscores the need for an 

artist to become habituated to her surroundings through exploring new materials. 
Rituals may have the potential to help audiences mindfully and methodically pro-

cess their feelings around displacement. Much of the ritualistic actions I conduct 

are applied to my work with clay in the UK. As such, my work attempts to meld 
thought with action, which is achieved through an emphasis on repetition during 
the making process. In total, these technical processes allow me to explore the 
emotional stages involved with existing in a new place and culture, while discov-

ering new materials to tell my story.

To the viewers of my art pieces, I am a door.  My body acts as a door 
to a sense of cultural ownership for displaced people to walk through on their 
way to attaining a stake in a foreign territory. Doors serve multiple functions while 
representing different human qualities and experiences. For instance, doors can 
be opened at one time and closed at another. This dual purpose can metaphori-

cally depict modes of different social and personal relationships, such as whether 
we are closed off to one another or whether we are open to letting others pass 
through and enter our truest selves. Doors, therefore, simultaneously act as barri-

ers and invitations — as walls or as bridges. How we wish to be closed off versus 
how we wish to engage with others is an issue of how we exercise these dual 
functions. Often, through artistic messaging and creation, we can not only choose 
openness or privacy, but we can also embody both before a viewing audience.

7 Nayoung Jeong. Artist Interview: & A by myself, within 50 questions for asking by myself 
as an artist. October 2019 (Appendix, 2019, p. 62)
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I can also be closed or open depending on what artistic function I am 
serving or what cultural environment I am inhabiting. I am able to use my corpo-

real state as a material itself to further explore the dual functionality of openness 
and exclusion, by tapping into the public functions of my work with larger audi-
ences. For example, while I may create and perform a piece that sees me being 
closed off, the exhibitive nature of sharing a piece permits a more invitational 
space. With the body being the agent that is literally displaced, I must also ex-

plore how it can be used as a tool to work with materials and intervene within a 
foreign territory. 

To regain territory that I feel has been lost through isolation, I also op-

erate within a sense of my own body as a tool to be used in the making and ex-

hibition processes. Just as I, an artistic figure, serve as a door, so too does my 
corporeal being function as a tool with which I produce art, in both performative 
and transformative senses. Our bodies allow us to physically interact with new 
spaces while also changing how these spaces are encountered and perceived. 
Our corporeal selves are the conductors which feed us sensory information about 
the world. Our emotions work in concert with our bodies, as do our thoughts and 
impressions of others. The body presents itself as a powerful tool to help us 
overcome the discomfort stemming from feelings of cultural isolation, by utilizing 

it as a tool to interpret our emotions through artistic means. Using clay and live 

performance to create public exhibitions has uncovered new ways the body can 
function as a tool within art to forge cultural and social intersections. Delegating 
bodies within an artistic scheme is a necessary way for me to understand the role 
bodies play in art and in our everyday lives. Moreover, using the human form also 

helps me determine how social meanings of the body can change throughout 
different contexts.

Using the human physical form to interact with clay can suggest indi-
viduals work toward becoming more comfortable in unfamiliar cultural contexts. 
This has been exercised throughout my artistic practice. When arriving in a new 
place, it is important for me to begin the journey of feeling more comfortable and 
less isolated amid challenges such as linguistic, ethnic, and nationalistic barriers. 

Using clay that is dug from new locations helps familiarize me with new territories, 
histories, and cultures. By introducing myself to a new material, I am connecting 
to a new place, and therefore creating a new culture - one wherein I can be com-
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fortable. Attaining a sense of psychological, emotional, and social comfort drives 

my work in seriously personal ways.

This occurs through three distinct stages of a personal and artistic pro-

cess, which begins with me feeling uncomfortable and culturally isolated and 
eventually moves me into a place of feeling some level of comfort. The first stage 
of feeling uncomfortable stems from experiencing a new culture in a new place 
and working with new materials. I have to negotiate my introduction to all of these 
realities in order to produce work that will help me feel more at ease. The second 
stage reveals me as on the journey to becoming comfortable. This is a time of 
transition, and I rely on using the clay body, my body, and your body - referring to 

the physical presence of viewers - to drive my practice within ritual to eventually 
become comfortable. Finally, I enter the stage of feeling comfort through reconcil-

ing my foreignness with a sense of ownership and of having a claim over a place 
through my public work with local clay, which also brings me closer to others.

Many who experience obstacles to belonging are in states of discom-

fort. They regularly navigate spaces of feeling uncomfortable, something that my 

work attempts to inhabit and confront. Cultural displacement is a factor when ex-

periencing isolation from others, and it is subsequently important to understand 

why these feelings persist. My aim is to understand this very form of cultural 
displacement and eventually move toward a place of feeling more comfortable, 
both within my own internal composition, as well as in how I aim to intervene as 
an artistic agent, pursuing new cultural spaces and norms. I have already depart-
ed from a space of comfort, so I must creatively work to attain a solution to my 
cultural isolation.

Addressing my own discomfort is paramount to producing work that 
allows me the creative range to negotiate issues of identity and belonging. From 
a material standpoint, the practice of working with clay ties one’s mind to the tech-

nical aspects of a craft by helping the artist to disassociate from the challenges 

they may be experiencing in cultural isolation. The act of working with my chosen 
material itself is specifically helpful, as well. Sourcing this material from the very 
spaces in which I am experiencing social and cultural isolation is a productive 
way to intervene within these environments and garner a concept of belonging. 
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The same is true when making objects; this relates back to my body, especially 
when used as a tool for performance, as mentioned earlier. 

The physical act of exercising my artistic practice is what may help me 
transition to becoming comfortable. The movement out of discomfort and into 

comfort is just as distinct a stage as feeling uncomfortable. It is the journey itself 
which leads to overcoming my being uncomfortable, when subsumed within feel-
ings of cultural otherness. Working with clay, viewers, and community members 
has been an ideal way to overcome feelings of discomfort and cultural isolation. 
Building collaboration into the working process has been an effective way to get 
to know a new space, culture, and history by meeting new people. The same is 
true for excavating clay from various public sites in new cities, which also helps 
me become more familiar with a new place. Pieces that rely on the implementa-

tion of ritualistic action during the making and exhibition process are key here, 
just as pieces that also infuse live performance into my work, using the body as 
a form of material. As Amelia Jones, in support of her exhibition Material Traces, 
wondered, “How do we understand the relationship between such hybrid per-
formative material assemblages and the labouring body (of the artist, but also of 

the interpreter?)” In this way, the body must be divorced from the pre-existing hy-

brid identities that are externally placed on it by established social narratives. My 
work makes a similar argument when attempting to separate the psychological 
stigmas that serve as obstacles from nationals who wish to impede someone’s 
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belonging in a new cultural space.8

   Engaging the physical self in the construc-

tion of one’s work is part of the actions needed to help arrive at a place of comfort 
and social cohesion.             

To explore this idea, I read material from the Socially Engaged Craft 
Collective, whose book Social Objects postulates whether material pieces them-

selves, namely, those made of clay, are able to serve their own social functions 
beyond the intent of the artist producing them. My work operates in a similar way, 
not simply because I share the same question, but also because the process 

I undertake attempts to pursue the same answer. The Socially Engaged Craft 
Collective writes asking a similar question: “What constitutes a successful ‘social 
object’ in the world of clay? How does a project successfully shift from experi-
ment to meaningful social interaction?”9  This question is often answered by the 
encounter viewers have with the work itself. 

Ultimately, the road to exhibiting my work is its own transformative pro-

cesses. Something becomes a socially engaged object when it physically per-
forms or dismantles the cultural and social expectations of what something or 
someone should be. This can be a ritually or culturally important object, such 
as one that is socially engaged not by design, but rather by an opportunity for 

8 Amelia Jones, Material Traces: Performativity, Artistic “Work,” and New Concepts of 
Agency (The MIT Press, 2015), 22.

9 Mary Callahan Baumstark, ed., Social Objects: Social Engaged Craft Theory, Practice 
and Action (Socially Engaged Craft Collective, 2017), 13-14.
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encounter and engagement with the artistic object. Materials and objects are so-

cially engaged based on their usage and purpose. Using locally sourced clay, for 

example, turns that material into a socially engaged object, as it has an eventual 
public function that can initiate conversations and thinking around what an object 
can represent. My style of exhibition affords me the opportunity to communi-
cate with audiences both directly and indirectly across a platform of engagement 
through the use of performance, material, ritualistic action, and space. All of this 

can help lead me to attain comfort in the face of displacement.

Being comfortable is the ultimate goal in this process. A sense of har-
mony with others and a lessening of social distance is one way that third cultured 
persons can attain feelings of comfort. It is important to recognize when one has 
achieved a state of comfort around one’s cultural otherness. At some point, the 

journey, while never completely finished, does, to a large part, end. Eventually 
attaining a sense of comfort amid cultural isolation is a testament to my com-

mitment to artistic practice and public discourse. An important element of this is 

using physicality to act one’s way into healthier psychological states. The body 
is also found to be a way to intervene within unfamiliar environments, while also 
helping to emotionally process new materials and locations. In addition to consid-

ering different uses for the artist’s body, the physical states of viewers encounter-
ing my work are also considered, and attaining comfort is something which can 
be potentially extended to others. 
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Much has been written on how the physical act of observing and even 
participating within the making, installation, or exhibition of an artwork can have 
as much impact on how a work is interpreted as the artist’s body itself.  The fol-
lowing sections include information on clay, the artist’s body as a performative 
and artistic tool, the audience’s corporeal impacts, and the influence of ritualistic 
actions on the arrangement between maker and viewer, as well as how these 
approaches can help. 

A distinction between participation and viewing is also made when ex-

ploring issues of corporeal influence on art. Elizabeth Grosz, in her book The 
Incorporeal: Ontology, Ethics, and the Limits of Material, offers an important dif-

ference between our traditional thoughts of what classifies active and passive 
use of our bodies. She writes that in the Stoic sense, the universe and the pneu-

matic force are composed of two kinds of bodies - active and passive.10

  This 

binary concept is detailed to support common understandings of what active and 
passive are. Yet, as this chapter progresses, I will argue that even forms of view-

ership that can be commonly, and even justifiably, determined to be ‘passive’ can 
actually have just as much proactive impact on an art piece’s ability to execute 
its public function. This juxtaposition of how bodies mix together drives my in-

terest in the corporeal relationship between viewer and artist.11

  It is also at the 

centre of my interest in how these two groups of physical entities mix together 
to perform new meanings for how to interpret their physical placement through 
cultural needs. By working in the ways described, it is my hope that clay-based 
public art can help the culturally isolated attain a sense of belonging amid cultural 

displacement. 

10 Elizabeth Grosz, The Incorporeal: Ontology, Ethics, and the Limits of Material (Colum-

bia University Press, 2017), 23.

11 Grosz, The Incorporeal: Ontology, Ethics, and the Limits of Material, 29.
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CHAPTER 1 NEW PLACE

1.1 100 Koreans’ Finger Prints 

1.2 Project 1: The First Time

1.3 Individual Spaces
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The unfamiliar figures prominently in the human experience, especially 
in regard to experiencing the cultural isolation associated with existing in a for-
eign place. The quest for home can be seen as way to process these feelings of 
cultural isolation. We depend on a foundation of social intimacy that we appre-

hend through sharing in social claims to a cultural space, as seen in the domains 

of nationalism, ethnicity, and identity. In return, we can establish individual identi-
ties out of these shared environments and spaces. 

It is possible for an unfamiliar place to trigger a suspension of one’s 

previously established identity. This creates a need to attain a sense of familiarity 

within an unfamiliar place. In order to address these feelings within myself, I use 
local clay as my entry point to generate familiarity in my own life. Furthermore, 
digging for clay in public spaces highlights the innately borderless nature of the 

earth itself. When I use clay in artworks that are intended for public encounter, 
I am making a choice to pursue inclusion motivated by a materially informed 

territory. In this way, the acts of digging for clay and using clay from a naturally 
borderless earth reveal these constructs as arbitrary. Once in physical contact, 

the concepts of lines and division are less distinct, and I begin to gain a sense 

familiarity within the unknown.

In The Theory of the Border, Thomas Nail notes the inherent contradic-

tion of national boundaries in relation to what otherwise seems to be an intercon-

nected and borderless world. He takes the time to describe how borders serve as 
forms of social division now transcending map-drawn state territories. Nail writes 
that “despite the celebration of globalization and the increasing necessity of glob-

al mobility, there are more types of borders today than ever before in history. In 

the last twenty years, but particularly since 9/11, hundreds of new borders have 
emerged around the world: miles of new razor-wire fences, tons of new concrete 
security walls”.12  Expanding our thinking around what constitutes a border is im-

12 Thomas Nail, The Theory of the Border (Oxford University Press, 2016), 1-2.
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portant. In a globalized world, it is tempting to consider borders as simply political 
ideas and national abstractions. Yet as Nail explains, they can also extend to 
physical objects that seek to dictate our relationships to moving through space.  

 Nail continues to develop this line of thinking by considering the 

universality of earth as an option to divisions. He writes that “a society without 
any kind of border, internal or external, is simply what we could call the earth or 
world: a purely prosocial, undivided surface”.13  In my own practice, I have made 
it a point to recognize this reality with my use of material. When we turn physi-
cally to the earth, we are engaged in a tangible relationship with what is, rather 
than concepts of what is. Clay is found right underneath our feet, beneath the 
very surface we attach concepts of ownership to. By extending clay as an artistic 
material in my own artistic works, I am overcoming a barrier to belongings and 
feeling human.

Concepts themselves are not barriers to creating a sense of home and 

establishing identity in a new place. Rather, we use concepts to name things and 
give them a shared meaning; our ideas become words, which invoke memories 
that have assembled our ideas of ourselves and the spaces we feel able to claim. 
In Of Women: In the Twenty-First Century, by Shami Chakrabarti, the reader is 

asked whether when they “close [their] eyes and say the word [home],” it invokes 
a feeling or image.

14

  These feeling or images, of course, are different for every-

one, as the author goes on to note. She writes that a home “can be something 
to plan, live, fight, and even die for, or something permanently to yearn for or 
regret living without.”15  It is this last part where my work seeks to intervene: that 
space of permanent yearning for a sense of something larger than yourself that 

ultimately reveals yourself to you.

13 Nail, The Theory of the Border, 4.

14 Shami Chakrabarti, Of Women: In the Twenty-First Century (Allen Lane an imprint of 

Penguin Books, 2017), 100.
15 Chakrabarti, Of Women: In the Twenty-First Century, 100.
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1.1 100 Koreans’ Finger Prints
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Figure 1. 100 Koreans’ Finger Prints, 2016, performance, mixed clay, silicone, wood, elastic 
wire, 240w x 150h x 120d (cm).
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This performative piece (Fig.1) ex-

plores physical movement in relation to no-

tions of home. I became interested in phys-

ically expressing the idea of a home that is 
always being built. A home becomes a path 
to be forged, rather than a place to rest. As 

Since my research sees me writing this re-

port in a new country that does not reflect my 
Korean heritage, I drew from my own yearn-

ing for a sense of familiarity when working to 
creating this structure. Inspired by the Um-
jjip16  a traditional Korean pit-dwelling hut, 
prevalent in the Neolithic and Bronze Ages, 
I offer a contemporary take on territory and 

habituated structures. The Um-jjip (Fig. 2) is 

a wooden framed home with an exterior that 
is covered by straw. It features a clay floor, 
which connects it to earth in literal and met-
aphorical way. The home’s structure is well-
known in Korean heritage, as it was one of 
the first home formats in the history of Korea. 
The Um-jiip also asserts the universality of 
clay as a borderless material, as there is no 

distinction between the floor and the earth. 
This piece recognizes that both homes and 

boundaries operate similarly in that they are 

only as successful as their ability to impose 

exclusion and selectivity, yet the home sits on 
an earth floor that was once literally open for 
all to walk on. This leads the work to enter into 
a dialogue with the viewers while processing 
my own experiences with alienation. 

16 Jae-soon Choi and others, Hanoak: Tradition-
al Korean Homes (New Jersey: Hollym International 
Corp, 1999), 72.

Figure 2. Um-jjip, http://www.
doopedia.co.kr/doopedia/master/

master.do?_method=view&MAS_
IDX=101013000848799 (accessed 
January 2017), © DOOSAN Corpora-

tion.
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Houses not only exist to protect the inhabitants from physical danger, 
such as extreme seasonal weather and social threats; but they also protect us 
from feelings of vulnerability. A home’s walls protect us from being seen and insu-

late us from the cold. A home’s roof keeps the inhabitants dry and not exposed to 
severe temperatures. Windows allow those inside to take in the natural world on 
their terms, either covering the view completely or having an unobstructed view of 
the outdoors. Likewise, a house can provide shelter in a psychological and emo-

tional way, providing feelings of safety, security, and comfort. In short, a house is 
more than its materials, and a home stands for much more than its basic function 

of providing literal shelter. 

The work I do in creating body-sized dwellings is work that is reflective 
of how homes protect inhabitants. Body-sized dwelling structures are clay-made 
entities which one can physically inhabit. These structures provide audiences with 
new understandings of home that penetrate through foreign cultures. Throughout 
my time as an artist, I have worked to establish body-sized dwellings that serve 
as both an artistic concept and as a literal piece of sculpture, which are able to 
function as coping mechanisms for my audience and for myself. Different cultures 

have different ways of working with everyday materials to produce new structures 
and cultural avenues. This was the case when Andrew Burton observed village 
women creating structures out of cow dung during an exhibition at the National 
Craft Museum in Delhi, India, a cultural ritual that had both practical and seem-

ingly creative and playful purposes.
17 This contrasts with Sam Bankwell’s aim to 

demonstrate a hut that is nearly entombed by clay, which restricts access in an 
orderly way, yet it somehow succumbs to natural the natural materials used in its 
construction.

18 I further considered the function of a house, when working through 
how to best communicate these concepts. Given my experience as a Korean 
artist, I hark back to what is familiar to me. Another traditional Korean house that 
I used for inspiration is called a hanoak.

19

  It is made out of clay, similar to an ado-

be style home; these are built from raw earth materials and are found around the 
world, including Asia. In regard to my work, I frame body-sized dwelling structures 
around the architectural cues of a hanoak, providing a more familiar invitation 

17 Andrew Burton. “VOX / 6, Interview with Andrew Burton”, accessed September 20, 
2019,https://sculptorvox.com/andrew-burton/
18 Richard Moss. “Sam Bakewell wins British Ceramics Biennial AWARD with “pseudo 
shaman’s hut” full of mysterious objects”, accessed September 20, 2019, https://www.culture24.
org.uk/art/ceramics-and-craft/art539733-sam-bakewell-wins-british-ceramics-biennial-award-
with-pseudo-shamans-hut-filled-with-mysterious-objects (Octobber 20, 2015, Culture 24)
19 Choi, Hanoak, 12.
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to Asian immigrant populations and enabling a moment of encounter with my 
work through a cultural and architectural reference. Moreover, my work aims to 
transition the home from a consensus of utility to a consensus of art, similarly to 

how Vogel exhibited hunting nets.20  By focusing on turning the perception of an 
object’s efficacy into something artistic with a social reach, it is possible to move 
the definition of art itself into one that considers everyday objects, materials, and 
environments as capable of turning all of us into a public audience of artistic con-

sumers.
21  Utilizing Korean culture in this way allows Asian viewers to bring their 

own memories as they encounter the piece. 

While culture plays an important role in the design of body-sized dwell-
ings, it is not my sole influence. My work also receives inspiration from nature 
and the animal world. Butterfly cocoons, beehives, beaver dams, and bird nests 
are all cases of body-sized dwelling structures that provide physical shelter for 
the inhabitant. While some animals, such as insects, will use silk produced by 
their own bodies, there are mammals and birds who use natural materials, such 
as trees, sticks, leaves, and soil to construct their homes. However, I attempt to 
extend beyond a simple function of physical safety and shelter and include emo-

tional needs, as well. 

Although utility is an important aspect of my pieces, personal needs 

are also critical important. While an animal may build a shelter based on survival 

needs alone, humans make aesthetic and personal choices in design planning, 

which lends itself well to using dwellings to facilitate psychological healing, for ex-

ample. Here, Tim Ingold makes the salient point that “human beings, on the other 

hand, are the authors of their own designs, constructed through a self-conscious 
decision process – an intentional selection of idea.”22

  Since I have made these 

types of design-based considerations in each piece, viewers are at liberty when 
seeing my work to concern themselves only with attaining their own self-con-

sciousness. After I have designed, and built these dwellings, and offered an in-

vitation to enter them, all that is left for audiences to do is receive the immaterial 

emotional and psychological benefits that a home can offer. 

20 Alfred Gell, Vogel’s Net: Traps as Artworks as Traps (Journal of Material Culture, 1996), 

18-19.

21 Gell, Vogel’s Net: Traps as Artworks as Traps, 35.

22 Tim Ingold, The Perception of The Environment: Essays in livelihood, dwelling and skill 
(London: Routledge, 2000), 181.
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The construction of this 

piece straddles the line between new 
understandings of home and the 

homage paid to one’s cultural origin 

or one’s first culture. As a Korean art-
ist, I evoke the architectural cues of 

my heritage. I have created a wood-

en frame for a similar structure, but 

featured a clay floor, as well, which 
is illustrative of the Korean Um-jjip. 

Assembling wooden planks in a rec-

tangular frame (Fig. 2), I sat inside 

the structure, visible to viewers on 
all sides, while the exhibition was un-

derway (Fig. 3). I did this as a way 
to infuse my constructed work with 
an element of live performance and 

ritualistic action. The silicon casts of 

Korean students’ fingers were sus-

pended from the top of the frame, 

displayed on the inside of it. In ac-

cordance with research ethics, each 
participant gave written consent to 
have his or her finger featured in this 
project (Fig. 4). The casts of fingers 
were suspended from red strings with 
high elasticity (Fig. 5 ), so that the art-

ist would be able to pull them down-

wards. I pulled each string toward the 
clay floor and begin to make impres-

sions on it. This action was repeated 
over and over and in deep concentra-

tion with attention paid to the sensa-

tions captured by my five senses, for 
example, noticing the feeling of the 
ground while imprinting the cast fin-

ger into the clay, noticing the smells 
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Figure 5. Silicone Finger: the part of 100 Ko-
reans’ Finger Prints, 2016, silicone, metal, 

red elastic wire.

Figure 4. Consent form of 100 Koreans’ 
Finger Prints, 2015-2016: Participants at 

University College London.

Figure 3. Capturing Image out of the video: 

100 Koreans’ Finger Prints, 2016.
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and sounds in the space around me, both within the piece itself and in the space it 
was exhibited in. When considering the implications that working with participants 
has on my work, I refer to Mary Jane Jacob’s writing in Unfashionable Audience, 
as found in the book edited by Suzanne Lacy Mapping titled Terrain: New Gen-

re Public Art when considering how to think about working with participants as 
both co-makers and traditional viewers. She writes that “many of the art world 
audience have fled. The audience has not expanded but has been substituted. 
Indeed, it is this change in the composition of the audience, and their position at 

the creative centre, that makes this public art so new.”23

My focus here is as much about action as it is about transcending cultur-

al issues, as action through live performance is central to this project. Producing 
marks on the floor makes this piece into a metaphorical home, infusing the space 
with the identities of Koreans living in London. Repetition signifies the influence of 
ritualism on performative and material techniques, along with the continued need 
to seek a connection with other people and the ground as a material and artistic 
element. 

This piece is a continuation of my previous projects’ work of under-
standing local clay that has been excavated in London, while making emotional 
connections to people and materials. I began by holding the earth and studying 

its chemical makeup, physical properties, and emotional resonance, just as I did 
when lying down. This entire process enables me to experience the emotional 
and psychological understandings and connections to clay in the UK and my new 
territory, which is acting as my third place.

Those who are displaced experience transience, regardless of where 
they move to in their attempts to attain a permanent home in an unfamiliar place. 

There is a constant sense of motion that could resurrect itself at any time, lending 

a sense of flight that makes problematic the need for the anchoring that a home 
arguably provides. Suh’s artistic drive to build a culturally familiar sense of home 

within a new place is somewhat paradoxically rooted in a need for transience. 

23 Ed. Suzanne Lacy, Mapping The Terrain: New Genre Public Art ,in the writing: Unfash-
ionable Audience by Mary Jane Jacob, (Bay Press Seattle, Washington, 1995), 59.



Figure 6. Do Ho Suh, Perfect Home—Seoul Home, 2012, silk, metal armature, 457 x 717 x 391 
cm, Edition of 3, http://www.lehmannmaupin.com/artists/do-ho-suh#3 (accessed November 
2015) © Lehmann Maupin.
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Artist Do Ho Suh, uses fabrics to make collapsible homes that are easily moved 

across multiple locations. Whereas I tap into the earth to provide a sense of 

stability on my journey to create new homes, Suh attempts to allow those who 
are displaced to carry their homes with them. While outwardly different, the ges-

ture itself is the same in that like my work, he honours the problematic root of 
displacement, which involves always arriving at a place far from one’s origin. In 
PBS’s artistic docuseries Art21, Suh is quoted as saying that “there’s an expres-

sion in Korea, ‘You walk the house.’ People actually disassemble the house and 
then rebuild in a different location”.24  In many ways, Suh’s drive brings forward a 
competing idea that asks viewers to hold both a need for familiarity and a capaci-
ty for transience. He is seeking a familiar return to a culture. His return to the past 

exists as a finite moment in time, made static in the form of a memory. Yet, the 

24 Susan Dowling and Susan Sollins, The Art: 21 Collection. Art in the Twenty-First Centu-
ry, Season 2: Stories (Alexandria, VA: PBS Distribution, 2012).
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same culture he wishes to return to is one that values transience, movement, and 
an almost impermanent sense of space. This does not mean that permanence 

cannot be achieved, however. The artist later says that even when moving, “The 
space becomes a part of you.”25  In this way, Suh regards space as an idea, and 
not necessarily a tangible asset. Space in this way becomes individual, rather 
than commonly shared, and it exists more in the interior of someone’s psycholog-

ical conception. 

Where the individual is able to carry a concept of home with them in a 
nomadic way, much like one would carry one of Suh’s folded fabric homes (Fig. 
6), the artist still exudes a sense of uncertainty. In the book Do Ho Suh Draw-
ings, Clara Kim and Elizabeth Smith both observed that “Suh engages deeply 
with the idea of architecture as ‘unmoored’ and liberated from the constraints 
of gravity, time, and space. From this standpoint, his work has strong links to 
the visionary tradition in architecture, which can be defined as visually and con-

ceptually harnessing the image of buildings or cities to demonstrate ideal or im-

aginary realms.”26  It is in the constant tension between the permanence and 
impermanence observed in Suh’s work that my own artistic attempts are striving 
to contribute by way of noting the conflicts between the present states of cultural 
transition and unstable concepts of home experienced by an artist. 

My impression of home is arrived at from the earth, which provides my 
primary material. My homes are more than designs; they are the idea which ex-

presses a cultural identity and the need to belong. The similarities between myself 
and Do-Ho Suh are that we share a similar life and artistic journey, having been 
born and raised in Korea, but educated elsewhere. However, there are also differ-
ences, such as in our aims; I use my culture to provide opportunities for healing 

and familiarity in the face of transience, using clay as a unifying agent to combat 

displacement, whereas Do Ho Suh’s work on transience through portability can 
be seen as accommodating displacement. The way that best communicates this 
can be found, once again, in the design of a Korean home. Upon finding yourself 
in a new place, prioritizing cultural perspectives is what provides a unique com-

mentary on what home means (Fig. 7).

25 Dowling and Sollins, The Art: 21 Collection, Season 2: Stories.
26 Rochelle Steiner, ed., Do Ho Suh Drawings (Munich, Germany: Prestel, 2014), with 
contributions by Clara Kim, Elizabeth A.T. Smith, 20-21.
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Figure 7. Installation view of 100 Koreans’ Finger Prints, 2016, mixed clay, silicone, wood, elas-

tic wire, 240w x 150h x 120d (cm).
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1.2 Project 1: The First Time
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During this series, I more closely explore the clay I will be working with 
in London by imprinting my body onto the ground at public spaces in London. The 

method for conducting and recording my experiences during this process helps 
me to develop a stronger connection to the local clay, as well as enhancing my 
understanding of its practical use and application. Wearing white clothes, I sit on 
the earth and create an impression in the soft clay. I wear white clothing to visually 
register the earth’s colours (Fig. 8 & 9). The impression being made in the earth. 
is also made on my clothing, and it introduces an interactive quality between the 
earth and me as the artist. While imprinting my clothing onto the earth, I record 

my emotional responses in a journal for later reference. These recordings help 
compile my research, material testing, and working knowledge of clay in London.

When I first attempted this project, I sat on the ground for different in-

tervals of time, creating an imprint in the earth. After 10 minutes, I asked myself 

how I felt. The same action was performed at 30 minutes, an hour, and ultimately, 
every 2 hours. Initially, my response to the material was that of coldness, both 
emotionally and physically. The earth felt solid, and I felt inflexible and captured 
in this space. At the hour mark, however, I began to feel more warmth from the 
material, and the clay became less daunting as a potential material. After a few 
hours, I rose from my seated position, removed my clothing and further reflected 

Figure 8. The First Time, 2015, performance, cotton.
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on the relationship between myself, and the material available in London. After I 
had finished, I wore the same clothing to other locations in London and repeated 
the actions of material testing.

The city of London offers my work far more than the physical space to 
conduct this kind of important material testing. It also offers a new cultural envi-
ronment in which my work can artistically intervene to reduce my cultural isolation 
through use of locally sourced materials and body-sized dwellings. London is an 
ideal place to achieve this intervention, as it is a metropolitan, global city that is 

rich in diversity. There is no shortage of cultural and nationalistic variation among 

the London population; however, these cultural differences can make displaced 
peoples long for home even more. As a result, those now living in London af-
ter having grown up in another territory and culture often feel split between two 
worlds: London and their original homes and cultures. This kind of environmental-
ly rich cultural context affords my pieces the occasion to connect with audiences 
regarding the nature of boundaries, which define and limit the access third cul-
tured persons have to creating physical and psychological expressions of home 
within an unfamiliar place.

Home and boundary are connected to feelings of safety and comfort. 

When one feels alien or not at home, any grasp of territory is fleeting. I create per-
sonal environments of safety and comfort. More importantly, I reimagine space 

through three-dimensional interventions, literally forging the opportunities to attain 

familiarity and comfort. I regard this approach as being in conversation with Yi-Fu 
Tuan’s work in his book Space and Place: The Perspective of Experience, which 
explores how our subjective experiences situate us in spaces and placements 
within the material world. Conversely, Tuan also examines how space can inform 
one’s experience and perception of the material world. In assembling these ar-
guments, Tuan establishes culture as how we interpret space, as well as how we 
apply our unique cultural perspectives to space and location. The implications for 

his work figure appropriately in my own artistic interventions, as my primary focus 
considers space a subjective lens that is culturally unstable.27

 

27 N. King, “Tuan: Space and Place,” accessed November 30, 2016, http://www.amst.umd.
edu/Research/cultland/annotations/tuan1.htm.



This line of thinking occurs in my own artistic applications; I, too, seek 
to uncover what similarities a space hopes to offer the people, especially when 
juxtaposing the issue of displacement against the physical territory of a host cul-
ture. Chapter 4 of his book, “Body, Personal Relations, and Spatial Values”, ac-

companies physicality with a perception of material space when exploring how 
one interprets space. To this end, Tuan moves to expand the idea of space as not 
only one of physical dimensions but also as a point of abstract understanding that 

takes its cues from those physical dimensions, further reviewing them through 
the lens of culture and relativism. In this way, Tuan demonstrates that space, 
while dimensionally uniform, is not perceptively so, especially when applying val-
ue judgments to space. However, he does provide for how space is addressed 
across cultures, when using the body as the agent for navigating the said space. 
The author recognizes that while cross-cultural differences exist, many constants 
remain, such as how biological needs and body positioning factor into space 
utilization.

28   Moreover, my work focuses on a sense of physicality and body 
positioning, from habituated structures to invitational works designed to produce 
a moment of encounter for viewers. These physical concerns, contrasted with 
abstract and cultural ones, make us hunger for a space that is not foreign, but 

rather always our own and identifiable.29

 

In his epilogue, he writes that new places can feel strange initially, but 
that the concreteness of unfamiliarity can eventually give way to meaning, further 
adding that we all feel at home on the earth, especially when in a familiar rou-

tine.  
30As an artist with the goal of providing meaning and familiarity in unfamiliar 

places, I connect with this line of thinking.  To me, the longing to inject a sense 
of familiarity within a space of cultural absence is exactly the kind of intervention 
my work attempts to achieve for audiences and for me as the artist. It is the rec-

ognition of negative cultural spaces which allows me to offer the opportunity for 
realization and familiarity with those experiencing cultural displacement. 

28 Yi-FuTuan, Space and Place: The Perspective of Experience, 8th ed (Minneapolis: Uni-

versity of Minnesota Press, 1977), 34.

29 Tuan, Space and Place, 4.

30 Tuan, Space and Place, 194.
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Figure 9. Image of working process: The First Time, 

2015, mixed clay, cotton.
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1.3 Individual Spaces
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Individual Spaces (Fig. 10, 13 &14) is an interactive, in-

vitational, and self-standing piece that welcomes viewers to en-

gage with larger concepts of community through use of habituated 
structures. Supported by a row of individual concrete foundations, 
the piece presents a series of cast boxes that have their openings 
facing outward towards the viewers. At the centre of each box is 
a circular indentation made from casts of human fingers, wherein 
viewers may approach and insert their own fingers. The boxes are 
joined together with nuts and bolts to maintain their position and 
enable the piece to become a self-standing work. The holes feature 
negative spaces resulting from the human fingers which cast them. 
This work was completed by using mixed clay from the UCL New 
Student Centre.

31 The clay was worked to signify the skin on a hu-

man body, helping audiences further make a connection and gain a 

sense of familiarity when encountering the piece with their fingers.

 Mimicking environmental landmarks from where the clay 
was sourced is central here. By using clay from the New Student 
Centre and taking design cues from London’s surrounding environ-

ments, I assert myself within a new territory and make my mark on 
a strange place as an international person in an institutional area. 

Typically, my habituated structures are body-sized dwellings, but 
the indentations for human fingers in these boxes also act in the 
same way as a habituated structure. The priority for these types of 
pieces is whether viewers are able to have physical contact with 
my work and enclose themselves in some way, even if it is just one 
finger. 

These individual opportunities for viewers to engage with 
this piece offer audiences the chance to explore identity while also 
encountering the artist’s larger, more personal point on her own 
identity through the use of locally sourced material. Additionally, the 

act of multiple making involved in producing this and contributing 

31 Testing of the clay from the UCL New Student Centre: Appendix, 150-
151. 
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to it through interaction also helps the piece fulfil its public func-

tion. Beyond the miniature ways that a viewer can interact with the 
piece, there is also the larger context of setting, wherein this piece 
was designed, constructed, and ultimately exhibited to perform this 
kind of work. 

New spaces are in themselves opportunities to awaken 
one’s cultural origin. My work does this in international cities, fur-
ther capitalizing on my ongoing status as a third cultured person. 

Whereas I work as an international artist to explore these ideas, 
many find themselves doing similar work through taking different 
paths to navigate new places, as is the case with the life of Ger-
man-American Theologian Paul Tillich, who moved to the United 
States at the age of 47 and retired to a new place outside of his 
original culture; the issues of migration, space, and the individual’s 

need to process both are at once joined as a single concern.32

  In 

order to pursue the questions arising from these issues, the author 

first commits himself to a more fundamental one: What is space? 
Considering that my work joins these factors by using local clay 
and invitational sculpture to provide the opportunity to attain an 

understanding their placement within a new space, there can be 
concerns such as living in an era of globalization.

My work often treats space as an object to be encoun-

tered. In this way, I treat material and space as one and the same. 
The work of Richard Serra exemplifies how material can act as 
space when encountered by an audience in an interactive way. As 
a preeminent modernist sculpture, Serra’s creation of large, invita-

tional steel structures invites viewers to move through them, meet-
ing at certain points on a journey through material and encounter-
ing others. An architectural focus is evident in terms of the artist’s 

attention to form, use of material, and use of negative space within 
the structure itself. Space functions as the primary concern in these 

works. Serra, in his exhibitions, is as much preoccupied with space 

32 Tuan, Space and Place, 3.
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Figure 11. Richard Serra, The matter of Time, 

Installation photo at MOMA in New York, 
https://mnaves.wordpress.com/2007/06/04/
richard-serra-at-the-museum-of-modern-art/

(accessed November 2015).

as a medium as he is with the medium 
of sculpture itself, especially when con-

sidering how his work uses interactivity 
to bring his audience through a journey. 

An example of how Serra uses 
material and space to achieve similar 

results can be found in his sculpture se-

ries The Matter of Time, exhibited at the 
Guggenheim Museum in New York City 
(Fig. 11) Serra’s piece invites viewers 
to walk through various steel walls and 
enclosures, eventually receiving a mo-

ment of encounter with other viewers. 
Viewers are directed through the space 
by the placement of steel. It is also 

worth considering the social aspect to 
Serra’s work, as viewers are navigating 
not only a sanctioned space, but pre-

sumably the emotions of other people, 

as well. Since the moment of encounter 
found by walking through Serra’s work 
is something the series aims to facili-

tate, pieces like those in The Matter of 

Time are as much concerned with hu-

man relationships as they are with our 
relationship to space and materials.

33

  

Also, Serra’s work presents an insta-

bility with space. Having two different 
concepts existing in one sculpture pro-

vides an unsettling experience for view-

ers and underscores the instability of 

space and material. Moreover, it points 

33 Guggenheim, “The Matter of Time,” 
2017, accessed November 25, 2015, https://

www.guggenheim-bilbao.eus/en/works/the-
matter-of-time/.
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to how it can make us, as agents of space and materials, feel psychologically 
unstable during a moment of encounter.

Time is another way that Serra’s work interacts with his audience, and it 
is made a priority through use of the viewer’s experience. During an exhibition of 
his work, the museum recognized that “there is the chronological time that it takes 
to walk through and observe it from beginning to end. On the other, there is the 
time during which the viewer experiences the fragments of visual and physical 
memory, which are combined and re-experienced.”34  The artist’s work enables 
memory and the subjective viewer’s perception to act as a tool for experiencing 
space. Experiencing his or her own psychological perceptions and memories in 
the sculpture, the viewer becomes part of a discursive scenario on space, in the 
same way material does by way of dictating space.

Serra himself said that space and social encounter were paramount in 
his work. Pieces like Titled Arc were intended to provide new ways of relating to 
space and new ways of relating to one another. Serra said in an interview on PBS’s 
Art21 that he “was surprised in that people who had absolutely no information 
about the sculpture were able to enter into these pieces and find a certain amount 
of engagement with the sculpture in ways that they probably hadn’t before.”35

  

Providing new experiences, while capitalizing on old memories, is the unique 
goal that his sculptures accomplish. I had an experience when encountering Ser-
ra’s work. When I first entered one of pieces in The Matter of Time, the space felt 
alien, even awkward, as I could not see beyond the artistically sanctioned space. 
As time passed, however, it felt comfortable, and I began to gain familiarity with 
the space provided. While my normal perspective was blocked, I was forced to 
accept a new one, based on the reality endowed through Serra’s work. 

34 Dowling and Sollins, The Art: 21 Collection, Season 1: Place.

35 Dowling and Sollins, The Art: 21 Collection, Season 1: Place.
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Figure 12. Cocoon, 2012, 

mixed clay, metal wire, 
55.88w x 198.12h x 
93.98d(cm), photograph by 

Natalja Kent.

This presented itself as 

a relevant link to the psychologi-

cal hardness invitational sculpture 

attempts to address. My piece Co-
coon (Fig. 12), made while I was 
in graduate school, operates sim-

ilarly, by way of invitation and au-

dience engagement. Yet, there is 
an absence of encountering oth-

ers, and the difference in scale of 

my piece can make one feel as if 

trapped in one’s own thoughts. In 
this way, my piece Cocoon also 

attempts to bridge space and ma-

terial to provide a resolution to the 

psychological challenges of dis-

placement, albeit more individual-

istically. My work mostly attempts 
to do this; it is not only what is seen 
and encountered through one of 

my pieces, but also what is unseen 
that the viewers must implant into 
the space through their own expe-

riences.
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Figure 13. Backside view of Individual Spaces, 2018, mixed clay, glazes, steel, concrete, 250w 
x 140h x 360d (cm), photography by Francois Choi.

Figure 14. Detail of Individual Spaces, 2018, mixed clay, glazes, steel, concrete, 250w x 140h x 
360d (cm), photography by Francois Choi.
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CHAPTER 2 NEW CULTURE

2.1 Human Being 

2.2 Temporary Home

2.3 It’s too Painful to Say
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What new culture can be created, as we confront the increasingly more 
diverse populations sharing spaces and overcoming traditional borders? What 
new social outcomes can result after rigid ideas have been replaced by new 
concepts of community? While these questions may cause ethnic, racial, and na-

tionalistic anxieties in some, they stem from a desire to recognize global reality as 
it is seen, rather than how tradition or national identity wishes they could still be. 
My art and research intervene within the cultural perimeters of what challenges 
and opportunities exist before us now, while facilitating conversations so we can 
all determine together how we can accommodate a sense of cultural belonging 
as we grow more diverse. With these challenges arising from political strife and 
national borders, my focus on how to create new understandings of culture amid 
turmoil is one that is artist initiated yet viewer enforced. Viewers are welcome to 
impose their own conflicts with culture when encountering my pieces, which can 
lead to what Luch R. Lippard wrote about in Notes from a Recent Arrival: “When 
history fails a community, memory takes up the task”.36

  Our traditional civic no-

tions that promote cultural and social conventions are becoming eroded by rapid 

cultural and ethical transience, and so I contend that art must fill the void in order 
to provide encounters that allow individuals to break through unfamiliar and hos-

tile cultural systems.

In the book Culture, Terry Eagleton correctly observes that “culture in 

the sense of art can be avant-garde, while culture as a way of life is mostly a 
matter of custom”.37  In my own work, public art connects the transformative as-

pects of viewership to the everyday ways we experience culture. This work is 
made especially more valuable by focusing on how immigrants experience the 
social terms of culture. That is to say, my work strives to uncover what Eagleton 
described as the “invisible colour” of our everyday lives, and the many colours, so 
to speak, which shade the experiences of Third Cultured persons, a term defined 
in the introduction. I explore my artworks more in the following chapter, along with 
an analysis of The Location of Culture by Homi K. Bhabha. 

36 Ed. Claire Doherty, Situation, in the writing: Notes From a Recent Arrival, 1995 by Lucy 
R. Lippard (London and Massachusetts: Whitechapel and MIT Press, 2009), 154-157
37 Terry Eagleton, Culture (Yale University Press, 2016), 49
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2.1 Human Being
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(clockwise from top to left, p.60 &61) Figure 15- 18. performance views: Human Being, 

2016, performance, mixed clay, wood, metal wire, 200w x 220h x 300d (cm).
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Human Being (Fig. 15 - 18) explored the nec-

essary interdependence of our relationships. The Ko-

rean usage of the Asian character for ‘human being’ is 

one which visually represents the need for two people 
to function as one (Fig. 19). The lines which comprise 
this character lean on each other for support, symbolic 

of its meaning; my piece emulates this text in a free-

standing installation. Two wooden frames surround an 
inlay of mesh with clay pressed through them (Fig. 20). 
Each frame was inspired by traditional doors, found 
in houses across Korea (Fig. 21). The pieces require 
each other for physical support to continue emulating 

the Asian character. The clay used was locally extract-
ed from London, thus extending the themes of territory 
and home found across my work. The piece became 
complete with live performance, also utilizing ritualistic 
action when pressing the clay through the mesh grid. 

I pushed clay through the mesh, whereby 
each panel no longer remained in a fixed position; what 
remains is a single artist and her attempts at maintain-

ing a union, demonstrating that it is something only two 
people together can achieve.  Ritualistic action was in-

tegral to this piece also, as it occurred throughout the 

making process as well as a form of performance during 
exhibition. In addition, the performance and live viewing 
were videotaped for documentation purposes. Each of 
the frames takes its design cues from traditional Ko-

rean doors; they recall a door’s ability to act as either 

an invitation or a closing off from another person. Con-

sidering this additional function of doors helps extend 
the themes of cultural isolation and global displacement 

found across my work to this particular piece, as the live 
performance aspect places the artist in a mode of trans-

parency and vulnerability. Likewise, regarding the issue 
of boundaries, the interior of each door frame contains 

rows of thin mesh wire tightly woven in horizontal and 

Figure 19. Sino Korean 
word, IN, http://hanja.
naver.com/hanja?q=人
(accessed March 2016), 

© NAVER Corp., © 
DANKOOK UNIVERSITY, 
and © openmindGnA.

Figure 20. Capturing photo 

out of a sketch video for 

Human Being, 2016.

Figure 21. Korean Tra-

ditional Door, http://ko-

reatourinformation.com/

blog/2013/12/06/beauti-

ful-museum-for-tradition-

al-win-
dows-and-doors-
chungwonsanbang-master/ 
(accessed December 

2016) © 2015 SEOUL 
CITY TOUR CO. LTD.
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vertical patterns. This offers a literal commentary on the political, cultural and 

national borders encountered by an audience.

The process of hand-binding the wire serves as a metaphor for the con-

struction of personal boundaries often established between people. All the wire in 
this piece was woven and bound over 900 times, helping establish the repetition 
of ritualistic action as an approach central to the construction of this work. The 
act of weaving and binding makes the wire stronger and ultimately represents the 
strength of the interpersonal barriers and the importance of strong connections. 

There are similar elements to interdependence which capitalize on both identity 
and the idea of imperialism and cultural isolation, which may impede two people’s 
ability to seek each other out on equal terms. The basis for needing others within 
the experience of displacement and subsequent cultural isolation is one that is 
not necessarily possible, especially when considering how imperialism, coloni-
alism, and the acquisition of land and culture often produce the conditions that 

make others need people in more intense and pronounced ways. Ultimately, it is 
the isolating stress of displacement which leads to barriers impeding the human 
connection that is needed by all, regardless of their status, whether native or im-

perialist.

In specific ways, my work enters into conversation with Homi Bhabha’s 
The Location of Culture, which explores the hybridity of identity in a global world. 
Bhabha makes use of poststructuralist modes of critique on national identity, writ-
ing that “within the margins of the nation-space and across boundaries between 
peoples”, there is opportunity to confront the “West’s authorization of the idea of 
colonization”.38  This thought figures appropriately in my work on third-culture peo-

ples, who are living in communities to which they are not initially oriented. Since 
territory and ownership are constructs that help us define the material world, 
Bhabha’s interest in reconsidering the narrative of colonialism is one I share, as 
my work focuses on one’s subjective narrative as a displaced individual. As an 
artist who has experienced cultural isolation and displacement, the longing to 
connect to others constantly presents itself as a need that is always recognizable 
on the surface of human emotion, expressed through the interactions and longing 
for communal belonging. While I do not explicitly focus on colonization, my work 

38 Homi K. Bhabha, The Location of Culture (London and New York: Routledge, 1994), 
252.
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does include several of its themes, such as migration, ownership, and the social 
construct of territory confronted by the physical materials of clay. Here, my work 
is trying to extend Bhabha’s ideas on culture.

It is the Korean character that is represented in the physical construc-

tion of this piece that highlights it is at risk from a form of cultural imperialism.  It 

is also a journey away from what is the accepted norm: two humans seeking out 
psychological resolution through interdependency. Human Being can be seen as 
a communal response to the forces of cultural imposition that eventually have 

the potential to lead to the isolation of, and the construction of, the other within 
a nationalistic scheme. Just as the design elements communicate the need for 

connection to others, live performance also offers a commentary on the nature of 

our interdependence. 

I stood between each wood frame, pressing locally extracted clay from 
London through the mesh wires attached to each standing frame. This action 
invited live viewers and those watching the video recording later to consider the 
artist as a force of literal disruption between two pieces leaning on each other for 
unity. Pushing the clay through the wires acted as a force of physical resistance, 
and thus symbolized the challenging forces at work in relationships, which make 
it difficult for people to trust each other and stay connected. Keeping these struc-

tures balanced in order to maintain interdependence was physically challenging, 
especially when working with slippery clay on the floor of the exhibit. Even this 
challenge acted in service to the piece’s statement on the difficulty of human re-

lationships. 

Bringing locally extracted clay inside the structure and physically push-

ing it out serves as a metaphor for the earth itself, one on which we are all rooted 
and operating. Using local clay in a sculptural context that explores and rec-

ognizes people as the fundamental components of relationships highlights the 

need for our relationship to progress to a new place. Material can also be used to 
represent the potential social tensions existing between migrants and nationals, 
especially when considering territory as a source of tension. Ultimately, the ritu-

alistic act of pushing clay through the mesh wire signifies the difficulty of pushing 
through life, something familiar to many viewers who have some difficulties of 
cultural differences.
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2.2 Temporary Home
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Temporary Home (Fig. 22) was construct-
ed with natural materials and was informed by its 
surrounding environment. The natural materials 

used in the design were found nearby, which liter-
ally and metaphorically anchored the piece and the 

artist into the Riverhill Himalayan Garden in Kent, 
England. The piece featured five posts made from 
wood and substantial tree branches, along with two 
additional posts made from a mixture involving local 
clay. Securing the piece with sturdy materials, such 
as tree branches, affords it firmer roots in nature. 
The piece was designed in public and features a 
roof that was assembled by weaving metal wire at 
the exhibition site (Fig. 25 &26). This created an or-
ganic shape to envelope me, as the artist. Creating 

this piece in this way gives ‘free form’ the opportu-

nity to exist in a way that was inspired by the envi-
ronment in which it was assembled. Draping locally 
extracted clay from the London area over the wo-

ven mesh wires, I forged a literal sense of territory 
along with an artistic interpretation of a home. The 
clay helped form an organic shape for both artist 

and viewer to interact with the piece in a way that 
mimics a natural, homelike environment.

The small components holding on to the 

woven metal wires are white, cocoon-shaped mixed 
clay objects, tethered to the piece with red thread. 
Most importantly, the red colour of the thread signi-

fies the veins and circulation system within the hu-

man body. Additionally, using thread itself provided 

more opportunities to introduce viewers to elements 
of Korean cultural heritage. 

What viewers are experiencing is also 
central to this piece. Visitors to the public garden in 
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Kent, England, were asked to hold each ceramic piece and make a private wish 
for themselves, before tying the piece to the structure with thread. In this way, 
viewers are transplanting their own sense of home, culture, and identity. This 
references wishing trees in Korea, where trees are wrapped in string that contain 
the wishes and hopes of those who decorated them (Fig. 23 & 24). Infusing the 
piece with the wishes and emotional energies of the viewers in this way means 
those encountering this piece are left having made a personal and emotional im-

pact on the piece. In many ways, they become just as significant to the piece as 
the local materials sourced from the public garden. As an artist seeking to create 

a temporary home all may physically enter, this piece contains the identities and 

wishes of those who were once distant from me, making this an invitational work. 

This piece takes its cues from ancient Korean housing designs. In past 
Korean culture, huts were constructed and stocked with food throughout the year 
to buffer against impending droughts. In response to these events, a ritualistic 

tradition unfolded, as these huts became homes of worship, where families could 
pray for luck and safety. In a similar way, I, as the artist, am extending a hand to 
a new place, looking to engage with issues of territory and belonging. All of this 
work and symbolism eventually leads to the ultimate critique, which provides the 
viewers with a psychological, territorial, and material way to access familiarity 
within a new place, such as London. By creating a home that is temporary, my 
piece honours the transient nature of cultural displacement and those who are 
experiencing social isolation. Yet, paradoxically, the use of local materials and 
the infusion of Korean culture also honours the geographic origins which third 
cultured persons have departed from, either through choice or through global dis-

placement. Providing these populations with access to the materials comprising 
the land to which they feel othered is a way to enforce their original culture while 
providing them with a psychological point of entry into a new one, from which they 
feel apart.

The term ‘third cultured’ results from when non-natives settle in a new 
territory after having prior and differing formative experiences with culture. One 
may start experiencing cultural displacement through the act of immigration via a 
number of global realities, including forced migration, diaspora, or even person-

al choice. This has also been observed within my own original culture and has 
been given a vocabulary to describe it. Where individuals are concerned, there 
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are Korean terms that describe the negative 
perceptions of people who have experiences 
of more than one culture, for example, 이방인39

  

(pronounced: /Ee- Bang-In/). translates to one 
who is not of this country while 이주자40

  (pro-

nounced: /Ee-Ju-Ja/), by contrast, refers to one 

who has moved elsewhere. These words stem 
from an ethnocentric history within Korea and 
demonstrate potential hostility when encounter-
ing people who are not racially the same. 

With regard to my own work, the writ-
ings of Homi Bhabha come to mind. Bhabha’s 
critiques on cultural isolation align more specif-

ically with my own artistic interpretations, spe-

cifically his assertion that “the transnational di-
mension of cultural transformation -- migration, 

diaspora, displacement, relocation – makes the 

process of cultural translation a complex form 
of signification.”41  In the case of this specific 
piece, familiarity is the signification which view-

ers may apprehend through the piece’s use of 

material and its public exhibition. Understand-

ing this helps my work erase lines of ethnocen-

tricity and isolation among those who are expe-

riencing the difficulties of cultural displacement, 
both in public and in private, through the pro-

cess of encountering my art, thereby creating 

a new culture within which the other may exist.

39 National Korean Language Standard Diction-

ary, s.v. “이방인(pronounced: /Ee- Bang-In/)”, accessed 
October 12, 2016, http://stdweb2.korean.go.kr/search/
List_dic.jsp.
40 National Korean Language Standard Dictionary, 
s.v.“이주자(pronounced: /Ee-Ju-Ja/)”, accessed October 
12, 2016, http://stdweb2.korean.go.kr/search/List_dic.
jsp.
41 Bhabha, The Location of Culture, 257.

Figure 23. Seonangdang, http://

navercast.naver.com/contents.

nhn?rid=92&contents_id=3906 
(accessed February 2016), 

© gettyimagekorea.

Figure 24. Seonangdang in Hoe-

san-ri, doopedia.co.kr, http://

terms.naver.com/entry.nhn?do-

cId=1245877&cid=40942&cate-

goryId=33890 (accessed March 
2016), © DOOSAN Corporation.
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(top to bottom) Figure 26-26. Details of Temporary Home, 2016, 

photograph by Synead Kempley.
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2.3 It’s too Painful to Say
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Figure 27. It’s too Painful to Say, at the ZK/ U residency in Berlin, 
2017, performance (10mins), mixed clay.



This piece utilizes clay sculpture and live performance to demonstrate 

an inability to communicate internal thoughts and emotions due to experiencing 
cultural isolation from living in a new place. Drawing from my own experience 
as a new resident in Berlin, I employed public, subjective, and artistic elements 
within this piece to explore the human need to connect with others, especially in 
a city that was not familiar. I used local clay that I had personally dug from pub-

lic spaces in Berlin, which allowed me to gain a connection with the place from 
which I felt culturally secluded. Connecting with a locally-sourced material during 
the making process helped me to feel connected to others, as well, during the 
performance component of the piece (Fig. 27). 

When considering speech and the communication of one’s feelings, I 

think of lips, which help us speak, and also share painful and difficult things. Cul-
tural isolation contributes to feeling voiceless and devoid of autonomy, as we feel 
unable to share our deepest selves. To confront these feeling, I began by casting 

my own lips to make 1,000 sets (Fig. 30), constructed out of Berlin clay. When fin-

ished, I laid them on the floor. When viewers next attended the performance, they 
encountered me walking on my cast lips, crunching and breaking them with my 
feet. I walked across these casted lips over and over. This action represented me 
speaking through ritualistic action and the sound coming from the crushed clay. 

Through these actions, I was able to speak through isolation, though I was not 
literally speaking. Here, I could acknowledge silence while also working against 
it through the application of physical movement and performative actions. When 

Mark Currah reviewed Clare Twomey’s live performance piece Consciousness/
Conscience in 2003, he remarked that the artist was “excited by the ephemeral 
nature of her material and takes pleasure in its fragility, giving the breaking of 

[China] the same exhilarating possibilities encountered on walking over virgin 
snow”.42  This work communicated a complexly intertwined relationship between 
fragility, wholeness, and silence by enacting all of these in one series of perform-

ative actions.

42 Mark Currah, “Consciousness/ Conscience,” accessed October 15, 2019, http://www.
claretwomey.com/projects_-_consciousnessconscience.html (review in 2003 for the work: Con-

sciousness/ Conscience at Tate, Liverpool; Crafts Council, London; and Icheon, Korea)
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Often, new locations are 
defined through nationalistic lenses, 
whether it be a government or a new 
country that is being navigated. Na-

tions act as points of convergence 

through which different cultural real-
ities may pass. The populations of 

nation states often share many ele-

ments, such as languages, religious 

affiliations, customs, social traditions, 
and mores, to name a few. Much 
of displacement in the contempo-

rary sense is therefore experienced 
through national means. Whatever 

the catalyst for living in a new coun-

try, third cultured people bring with 
them two previous forms of cultural 
experiences, which, when melded 
together, form a disjointed third, and 
this is the ultimate point, as it is what 
contributes to a sudden sense of cul-

tural isolation, since the previous two 
cultures navigated were most likely 
also nationally informed.

Globalization is a theme in 
political life that often exacerbates 
the cultural differences while operat-
ing under the pretence that it is a cul-

turally homogenizing force. Globali-
zation can only be regarded as such 

if there are distinct national states 

and ethnic identities that promote un-

mistakeable cultural identities. What 

is more, the experience of culture 

Figure 28. Performance view of It’s 
too Painful to Say, 2017.

Figure 30. Details of lips: It’s too 
Painful to Say,  2017.

Figure 29. Audience of It’s too Painful 
to Say, 2017.



shock and isolation can become greatly increased among third cultured popula-

tions, as they utilize the transient mechanisms of globalization to move to new, 
potentially hostile locations. The opportunity for cultural isolation may increase, 

as nationals may see themselves as needing to defend their culture amid influxes 
of new cultures. Once again, the work of Homi Bhabha is crucial to contextual-
izing this view of globalization. It is one that I share, along with his view of how 
a new, macro cultural order is affecting the varying cultures that globalization 
attempts to subsume. In the conclusion of his work Location of Culture, Bhabha 
writes that the postcolonial passage through modernity produces a repetition – 
the past as projective. 

The time-lag of postcolonial modernity moves forward, erasing that 

compliant past tethered to the myth of progress, ordered in the binaries of its cul-

tural logic: past/present, inside/ outside.
43

   The author frames globalization and 

postcolonialism in terms of viewing culture through a false binary between past 
and present, history and progress. He argues that many cultural realities exist 
not only in the illusion of past and present but as a form of denial that the past 

is actually over, especially when considering things such as racism.44

  There is 

an overlap between Bhabha’s commentary on globalization and my thoughts on 
third cultured people being defined as a mixture between past and present cul-
tural references. Additionally, globalization as a migratory concern also leads to 

the movement of people and the experience of being culturally disconnected by 
moving around globally. By producing a performance piece that omits language 
- a fundamental component of nationalistic identity - I am at once embracing the 

unifying work of globalization while simultaneously making it problematic (Fig. 28 
& 29).

43 Bhabha, The Location of Culture, 363.

44 Bhabha, The Location of Culture, 357.
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CHAPTER 3 CLAY BODY

3.1  Holding the Body 

3.2  Personal Boundary

3.3 Tracing Body
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When I arrive in a new place, both literally and culturally, I start learning 
how to be shaped and how to work within new ideas and realities, much in the 
same way that I shape and work the material I subsequently unearth as a visitor. 
In the book Vitamin C: Clay+ Ceramic, by Louisa Elderton and Rebecca Morrill, it 
is observed that through “artists who appreciate clay’s attributes and amalgamate 
them into their practice, we often see a tendency towards a physical and emo-

tional relationship with the land”.45  In my case, using clay bodies as a way to help 
others psychologically navigate displacement also helps me work through issues 
related to cultural othering. The land, and the materials it provides, serves as a 

cultural and social unifier that the artist is privileged to shape and draw from to 
gain resolve in the face of displacement.

Clay bodies facilitate moments of encounter between audience mem-

bers and the artist. In ceramics, we refer to clay bodies as the material result of 
what has been achieved by working with our primary material. In The Concise 
Oxford Dictionary of Art Terms, clay is defined as the “soil composed of the dust 
from igneous rocks mixed with water,”46

  and body appears as “the term used to 

describe the material that pottery or porcelain is made from.”47

  A combination of 

these two terms can convey what is meant by clay bodies, as we focus on the 
material aspect of clay and the visual cues it can produce. 

In my own practice, clay bodies are inherently emotional. Since my 
work with clay produces artworks that lead me to navigate cultural isolation, clay 
bodies conduct my own personal struggles for identity. Prioritizing emotion in 
this way runs very much in the vein of Louis Bourgeois. As described in Louis 
Bourgeois: An Unfolding Portrait, by Deborah Wye, the forms represented across 

the artist’s works were not “generated from other forms, but from other states 
of mind.”48  Having this kind of psychological history always present and always 
changing how the work is present is the benefit of working with clay.

Activating in public function of art made with locally sourced clay gives 

45 Louisa Elderton and Rebecca Morrill, Vitamin C: Clay+ Ceramic (Phaidon Press Limit-

ed, 2017), 12-13.

46 Michael Clarke, The Concise Oxford Dictionary of Art Terms, 2nd ed (Oxford University 
Press, 2010), 59.

47 Clarke, The Concise Oxford Dictionary of Art Terms, 34.

48 Diana C. Stoll, ed., Louis Bourgeois: An Unfolding Portrait (The Museum of Modern Art, 

New York, 2017), 19.
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my work the material bearings needed to explore issues of cultural isolation among 
third cultured persons. By using a material openly available in an inherently bor-
derless earth, my work makes problematic traditional notions of territory and citi-
zenship. Clay’s tangibility, physical accessibility, and varying textures allow me to 
make culturally different artistic statements depending on the characteristics and 

location of the clay I have extracted. The geological origins affect the trajectory 
of a given project, as the location of ground clay can determine the mineral level, 
texture, water level, and workability. For example, clay sourced from the London 
area will have different properties from clay from Miami, Florida. I noticed this 
when I went digging for clay around the banks of the Thames River49

  in London 

and in areas near the UCL Student Centre
50 (Fig. 31 & 32), where public digging 

is permitted, as well as various international cities. Moreover, the location of clay 
is often home to respective cultural frameworks, which can inspire new works that 
are informed by feelings of cultural isolation and social tensions.

49 Nayoung Jeong, clay excavating trip on the 30th of November, 2015, (Example of the 
Capturing the Moment, Appendix p. )
50 Nayoung Jeong, all links about the clay from the student Centre, UCL and analysing the 

clay from them,(Appendix p.)

Figure 31. UCL website, Trans-

forming UCL, “Meet the Slade PhD 

student working with clay excavat-
ed from the New Student Centre”, 
https://www.ucl.ac.uk/transform-

ing-ucl/news/2017/apr/meet-slade-
phd-student-working-clay-excavated-
new-student-centre (accessed April 
2017).
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Clay remembers how we serve it. Its memory lends itself to us through 
how it holds its shape. As far as artistic materials are concerned, clay stands at 
the intersection of literalism and metaphor. The material itself literally exists as an 
inanimate object, yet it also can be formed to meet the needs of the psychological 
being who holds it. These considerations are vital to working with clay in creative 
ways. Artist Anni Albers wrote in Material as Metaphor the following on consider-
ing one’s primary material for artistic purposes:

How do we choose our specific material, our means of com-

munication? “Accidentally.” Something speaks to us, a sound, a touch 
hardness or softness, it catches us and asks us to be formed. We are 

finding our language, and as we go along we learn to obey their rules 
and their limits. We have to obey, and adjust to those demands. Ideas 
flow from it to us and though we feel to be the creator we are involved in 
a dialogue with our medium. The more subtly we are tuned to our medi-
um, the more inventive our actions will become. Not listening to it ends 
in failure...What I am trying to get across is that material is a means of 

communication. That listening to it, not dominating it, makes us truly 

active, that is: to be active, be passive. The finer tuned we are to it, the 
closer we come to art. February 25, 198251

  

There are dual concerns when using clay as an artistic material: its 
workable qualities and its subjectively regarded artistic qualities. Finding what 
results from the intersection of form and artistic message in this way endows an 
artist with the skillset and vision needed to create works that are compelling to 
viewers. 

51 Quoted in Anni Albers and used by Catherine De Zegher, Material as Metaphor. Writing 

on Design, 1982. Eva Hesse Drawing, (New York and Yale University Press, New Haven and 
London, 2006), 59.
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I find myself at this crossroads regularly when working with clay. Like in 
the work and research of Niel Browsword, who exclusively used liquid clay in the 
2009 Marl Hole Project (Fig. 33), I also use local clay as my primary and often 
sole material as a way to locate and discover the differing colours, textures, and 
workability levels of whatever local clay I am relying on. Gaining artistic and tech-

nical intimacy with my material therefore affords my work a sense of individuality 
as well as a prudence in selecting which site to dig at; the literal artistic shaping 
of my material hinges on the location and the way it speaks to me as I work with 
it. Further utilizing the public function of art, where viewers are able to interact 
with my work, helps produce a sense of social cohesion and universal territory, 
thus disbanding cultural isolation. There is also the issue of how we subjectively 
imprint ourselves onto our interpretations of clay. For me, there was no option to 
explore other materials, as working with clay was a formative part of my life, from 
using tea services to studying ceramics in Korea. Therefore, I am always aware 
of the deeply personal histories I bring to this objective material, and I work it into 
the pieces I create. 
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Figure 33. Neil Brownsword, The Marl Hole Project 2009, Marl Hole 

Clay Pit, 2009 (A Re-Conceptualisation of Contemporary Sculptural Ce-
ramics Practice From A Post-Minimalist Perspective by Wendy Patricia 

Tuxill p.155), photo credit by Johnny Magee.
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3.1 Holding the Body
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Figure 34. Holding the Body, 2017, mixed clay, white cotton, underglazes, 600w x 
550h x 360d (cm).



Assembled through white fabric, mixed 
slip, and a ceramic piece, this work represents 
how to balance conflicting feelings of comfort and 
discomfort, while holding these materials simulta-

neously. The white fabric is roughly four times the 
length of the average person and is suspended from 

points in the ceiling and a set of walls forms a cor-
ner. Inside the fabric, viewers find a white-coloured 
slip, or mixed clay, which is cradled in the fabric. 
The weight of the slip is supported by a ceramic 
rod, which is created to look like a natural material, 
similar to wood (Fig. 34). 

This piece uses performative means to 

demonstrate the instability of trying to maintain an 

emotional stasis between experiencing comfort 
and discomfort. The artist walks to the centre of the 
piece where the slip bows heavily in the fabric. The 
artist begins poking the material with the ceramic 
object, causing the liquid clay to dip on to the floor. 
The fabric and the ceramic object are not tethered 
together, thus producing a moment of vulnerabili-

ty, as well as commenting on the delicate nature 
of mental fortitude. Both the uncomfortable and the 
comfortable exist alongside each other, like body 
images - a metaphor for human relationships and 

inner psychology. Yet, this ability to hold two con-

flicting realities within one entity is not limited to 
humans or their psychological feelings. The same 

can be extended to clay through its chemical and 
physical components.  

Clay, just like humans, has the ability to 
hold conflicting psychological feelings simultane-

ously. This is but one similarity between people and 
clay. This can express itself within the chemically 
heterogeneous ways that clay is composed. Clay’s 
chemical composition is expressed as Al2O3. 
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2SiO2. 2H2O.
52

  Typically, clay is made of 70 per-

cent water, similar to the human body, which offers 
an interesting metaphorical connection to clay as 

a human material. The different stages of clay dry-

ing also mimic the human life cycle. Greenware is 
the term given to clay objects when they have been 
shaped but have not yet been bisque fired, which 
converts them from clay to ceramic. The Leather 

Hard stage is a stage of balance where there is 
enough hardness and moisture for the piece to hold 

its shape - a form of infancy. The Bone-Dry state 
is when there is no moisture visible to the unaided 
eye, and it can be crushed into a fine powder, re-

verting back to raw clay - signifying death. These 
similarities between humans and clay make this 
material ideal for use throughout the process and 

not just the final artistic result (Fig .35, 36 &37).

It can be said, therefore, that clay’s un-

seen chemical composition is synonymous with 
its tangibility. In this way, just as the nature of clay 
is dependent on its location, so too, is the artistic 

shaping of it dependent on the location of the agent 

manipulating it. For example, even though artists 
may have access to the same materials, someone 

from Asia may produce a different sculpture than 

someone born and raised in the UK, as they may 
reference culturally different elements, such as ar-

chitecture and design. In this way, the material of 
clay can not only guide us to translate feelings of 

cultural displacement, but it can help us transcend 

them, also, through the use of invitational sculpture. 

These are the literal and metaphorical ways that my 
primary material serves as a mirror to reflect the 
internal, and often conflicting, psychological states 
that we all experience. (Fig. 38)

52 Charlotte F Speight, John Toki, and Speight-Toki, 

Hands in Clay, 5th ed (Boston: McGraw-Hill Inc., US, 2003), 
184.
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(top to bottom) Figure 35- 37. Detail of Holding the Body, 2017.
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Figure 38. Installation view: Holding the Body, at the Slade Research Centre in London, 2017, 
mixed clay, white cotton, underglazes, 600w x 550h x 360d (cm).
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3.2 Personal Boundary
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Figure 39. Personal Boundary, 2017, performance, mixed clay.



When one feels disconnected from a familiar place of home, 

it is normal to feel a need to grasp onto a stable sense of territory. We 

can attempt to address these issues by seeking boundaries as forms of 

safety and comfort. My work pushes against feelings of unfamiliar isola-

tion, providing opportunities to claim a stake in a new place. This means 
that I am the person forging a link between action and the material clay. 
I made portions of clay that in total were calculated to be the same as 
my physical weight. I surrounded myself with the clay so that the work 
would surround me (Fig. 39). My actions of portioning the clay and roll-
ing it around me in a spiral shape is another way that I use myself as 
a tool to work with material rather than using inanimate tools. Actions 
taken by the human body are of great importance in my work, hence 
why some images are photographed in black and white. The absence 
of colour affords viewers the opportunity to focus on how I use actions 
to incorporate my own physicality as a tool in the making process.
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There are other ways in which artists use their bodies as public tools to 
make an artistic commentary. How the body is used in the construction of a piece 
is a process of contextualization occurring within a public sphere of viewership. 
Stephanie Buttle (Fig. 40) and Brie Ruais (Fig. 41), for example, use their own 
weight to interact with clay while creating new artistic possibilities amid material 
absences. 

Attempting to work through boundaries can be a personal act, as well 
as a political one. This has been observed through encountering Giuseppe Pe-

none’s clay sculpture Breath 5 (Fig. 42), which, Thomas Mark noted, on the one 
hand, “grant[ed] a monumental mass to what is momentary, but on the other they 
make visible a projection of the body into space that is a fundamental condition 
of being alive”.53  Shown in the Tate gallery, this clay piece represents this tension 
and makes political strides as an intervening force within traditional conceptions 
of form, material, and boundary. 

Figs. 43 and 44 show how I wrap the material around me and eventually 
let it encompass the space surrounding me. Without a human element to perform 

these actions, the piece would not exist. The only way the clay falls on the ground 
in this way is when I myself perform the action. Reliance on others is one way to 
visualize territory in relation to my own personal boundaries, and through resist-
ance to others can express myself as a human boundary. This tension can exist 
among immigrant populations, who are subjected to different kinds of bounda-

ries, including “symbolic boundaries” and “political and legal boundaries.”54

  

53 Thomas Mark, ‘Force of Nature’, Apollo, vol.182, no. 634, September 2015, 62.

54 Eds. Thomas M. Wilson, and Hastings Donnan, Border Identities: Nation and State at 
International Frontiers, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998), 99.
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Figure 40. Stephanie Buttle, screenshot of  Throwing my weight around, Short film, 
2015, https://vimeo.com/128350326 (accessed October 2019)

Figure 41. Brie Ruais, Red Pushes 1, 2, 
and 3 (130lbs each), 2017, Each meas-

ures approximately 72 x 23 x 14 inches, 
Glazed ceramic, http://brieruais.com/
index.html (accessed October 2019)

Figure 42. Guiseppi Penone, Breath 
5,1978, https://www.tate.org.uk/art/art-
works/penone-breath-5-t03420 (accessed 
October 2019) © Tate.
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Figure 43. Personal Boundary, 2017, performance, mixed clay.                      P.95
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Figure 44. Details of Personal Boundary, 2017, 

performance, mixed clay. 
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3.3 Tracing Body
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Figure 45. Tracing Body, 2018, performance (10 mins.)

 at Paul Webley Atrium, SOAS in London, 

mixed clay, plaster, 9:1 ratio, 
photograph by John Banyard.



Tracing Body (Fig. 45, 48 & 49) is a 10-minute long 
performance piece that pays homage to the work of perfor-
mance artist Mona Hatoum (Fig. 46). My piece makes use of 

clay, space, and movement to trace borders on paper with clay. 
The clay is locally dug from London and sculpted in the forms 

of human feet, which are tied around my ankles. With the two 
clay feet dragging behind me, I walk around on paper that is 
placed on top of a raised platform that is 122 x 183 cm. As I walk 
around on the platform, the clay feet make lines, thus creating a 

border based on where I travel. Whereas Cuban-American art-
ist Ana Mendieta’s piece Body Tracks uses her blood-covered 

hands to create a trace of her body onto a wall in a performa-

tive statement, I use my feet to trace the steps of migration and 

displacement to investigate the personal challenges associated 

with existing in cultural unfamiliarity.55

  

This performative action represents making my own 
border around my identity and place in the world. It allows me 
the opportunity to demarcate my interactions with others while 
exercising performative elements and actions that invite viewers 
to consider my own territorial boundaries around identity. Each 
step brings me closer in touch with my own relationship to dis-

tance, just as it also helps me locate my own place in a new lo-

cation. This is an emotional process that sees me as the artist in 

regular consultation with my emotions, as they relate to working 
with my material. As noted by Lu Shengzhong in a conversation 
with Britton Newell, for her, the spiritual connection, the process, 
is more important than it being kept forever.

56

  

55 Tate film Catalogue, Ana Mendieta: Body Tracks, 20 January 2018.

56 Ed. Laurie Britton Newell, Out of the Ordinary: Spectacular Craft 
(London: V&A Publications/ Craft Council, 2007),97-8.
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When designing and exhibiting this piece, I considered the length of the 
performance to be as important as any other factor.  My use of temporal duration 

takes into account practical execution and emotional engagement. In the case of 
Tracing Body, I was attempting to communicate the futile attempt to define one’s 
identity in a fixed moment in time; identity can be fluid and ambiguous, especially 
when experienced against unfamiliar cultural realities. It is important for the work 
to provide the audience with a similarly temporary basis on which to engage with 
an ambiguous and changing identity. In this case, it was through a 10-minute 
performance. This also worked well from a practical standpoint, as 10 minutes af-
forded enough time to leave marks around the entire platform without needlessly 
keeping the audience’s attention after these actions had been completed. Other 

pieces, such as It’s Too Painful to Say (see p. 71- 75) and Well/Wheel (see p.179 

- 188) have also benefited from a 10-minute time frame, yet others require longer 
periods or perhaps even a series of performances. Personal Boundary (see p. 

89- 97 )  and Catch and Throw (see p. 167- 178) each lasted an hour, whereas 
Reflection as Home (see p.141-148)   was shared with new audiences for two 
hours a day across an 11-day exhibition period. 

In cases where my performance is repeated across multiple days, I 
also experience the implications of ritualistic action having a temporal duration. 
Over time, the act of performing and engaging with materials comes to feel like 
labour and is ritualized. In these cases, I am producing a uniform artistic result 

over time, though the audience and emotional states may change with each day. 
This approach has been seen with other artists who use performance and space 
to communicate the same idea over time, like in the case of Jason Lim, whose 
performance piece Under the Shadow of the Banyan Tree 1 (Fig. 47), was shared 
for six hours a day across five days in Indonesia in 2017 and again in Singapore 
for six days over the same daily time in 2018.

Temporality also extends to the issue of an artwork’s thesis. The audi-
ence is able to contrast their own individual relationship to a moving identity that 
is continually shaped by time and cultural environments while also acknowledg-

ing the objective presence of the artist intervening within the confines of ritualistic 
action and use of material. As important as it is for me to prioritize my own feel-



ings and thoughts during the performance and making stages, I do not seek for 

a final conclusion to be reached upon viewing my work. Instead, what is hoped 
for is an interplay between the subjective emotional states of viewers and the 
artist’s original intention, eventually resulting in a culturally ambiguous space that 

exists as temporarily as identity itself. This is opposed to what Grant H. Kester 
contended when analysing the artistic approach of Michael Fried. Kester wrote 
that “Fried’s analysis presents the work of art almost as if it were an autonomous 
agent”.57 The notion that the piece itself is to be encountered by viewers through 
a mandated assumption of uncompromising meaning is not a perspective that 

I share. While the intentions of the artist are present and well defined, the work 
itself does not override or impose universal meaning or artistic subjectivity onto 
viewers. My artworks are less concerned with “fending off ‘temptations’ and ‘con-

tamination’” of viewers and are instead concerned with the dialogue that can exist 
within temporary moments through the use of universal materials such as clay.58

57 Grant H. Kester, Conversation Pieces: Community and Communication in Modern Art, 
(University of California Press, Berkeley, Los Aneles, London, 2004), 55-56.
58 Michael Fried, “An Introduction to My Art Criticism,” in Art and Objecthood: Essays and 
Reviews (Chicago: University, Chicago Press, 1998), 45.

Figure 47. Jason Lim, Under The Shadow of the Banyan Tree 1, Indone-

sia, 2017,

https://jasonceramics.weebly.com/ceramics.html (accessed October 2018).
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(from top to bottom) Figure 48 -49. Details of Tracing Body, 

 at Paul Webley Atrium, SOAS in London, 

2018, performance, 

mixed clay, plaster, 9:1 ratio,
photograph by John Banyard.
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CHAPTER 4 MY BODY

4.1  The Fact of My Space

4.2 Overshadowing Shadows

4.3 Hammock
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When arriving in a new place, it is common to focus on the mental 
and emotional challenges that can impede a sense of social connection and fa-

miliarity. This personal sense of discomfort tempts us to address our feelings 

of isolation solely in a cognitive way, that is, immaterially. However, there are 
corporeal and material elements worthy of consideration when evaluating how 
to overcome the psychological barriers stemming from global displacement and 

other elements found within the immigrant experience. As an artist using clay 
and live performance to create invitational art pieces, I use my body as a way to 
proactively introduce myself to new environments while also using it as a way to 
react to the realities of a new place. Overall, I am concerned with what it means 
to be human, as defined by biological, social, and cultural factors, much like the 
work of Gisli Palsonn in the book Biological Becomings.

59  For example, digging 
for the clay that will be used in my works is the first way I use my body as an 
intervening conductor to interpret the historical, cultural, and political shapes of a 

new location. Using my hands to dig and my body to mix clay, my body becomes 
a tool by which to excavate and work with the material, as well as a tool by which 
to artistically process new materials. 

Another critical way my body is used as a tool is at the performative 
level. I am aware of both my Korean and female identities, which is why my live 
performance is often inspired by the Yushin period of Korean history and the rit-
ualistic feminist performance art that ranged from the 1970s through the 1990s. 

Applying these inspirations to an internal need to encounter new materials and 
cultures, I am able to embark on a journey to become more comfortable in a new 
place. It is important to broaden our understanding of what the body is and can 
do, especially in the domains of art and gender. As Lucy R. Lippard wrote in From 
the Center: Feminist Essays on Women’s Art, “What is more provocative than the 

mere fact that a female sensibility exists is the questions it raises”.60

  Thus, the 

body can be a tool that is leading us to state identity, to question constructions, 

and to interpret our material world.

59 Ed. Tim Ingold and Gisli Palsson, Biosocial Becomings: Integrating Social and Biologi-
cal Anthropology, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2013), 39-40.

60 Lucy R. Lippard, From the Center: feminist essays on women’s art (A Dutton Paper-

back, E.P. Dutton New York, 1976), 145.
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4.1 The Fact of My Space
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Figure 51. Detail of The Fact of My Space, 2017, 

performance.

Figure 50. The Fact of My Space, 2017, performance.



The Fact of My Space (Fig. 50) examines 
space through the concern of suitability to accom-

modate the human body. My continued use of local-

ly sourced materials helped inform the construction 

of my piece. The piece was constructed by collect-
ing tree branches around the London metropolitan 

area. Each branch was tied with yarn to create a 
boundary around the subject who lay in the centre 
of the space constructed with tree branches (Fig 
51). My body, as the subject, was measured first, so 
the boundary could be formalized between the art-
ist and the viewers. Between the series of branches 
that were tied together to look like bars, I felt as if I 
was captured in a cage. This underscored a reali-
zation of the space around me, in terms of both the 

space I inhabited within the structure, as well as the 
space beyond the branches that were not open to 
me.

There is also a lot to consider in terms of 

the act of being viewed and the concept of bound-

aries. The idea that boundaries are both observ-

able and inhabitable is interesting to me and one 

that I regularly explore. Plurality of people, namely, 
when constituted as a formal artistically viewing au-

dience, is an excellent way to distinguish this type 
of work that aims to explore perception and bar-
riers. While I am able to access the space within 
the piece, it is only by creating the structure in the 

unfamiliar space that I am also able to access that 

space outside of the structure (which means meta-

phorically the community or society). Yet, in terms 
of the audience, they are also removed from my 

experience, as I am physically isolated from them. 
Through the blending of performance and material, 

it is possible to provide both artist and viewer with 
the same experience but delivered through differ-
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ent perspectives. Both of us are removed from the 
other and are left wondering what exists beyond the 
established barriers made from natural materials.

Borders also work to distinguish the dif-
ference between socially constructed priorities and 
material objects that are not conscious. In Theory of 
the Border, Thomas Nail rightly observes that “we 
live in a world of borders. Territorial, political, juridi-
cal, and economical borders of all kinds quite literal-

ly define every aspect of social life in the twenty-first 
century. Despite the celebration of globalization and 

the increasing necessity of global mobility, there 

are more types of borders today than ever before 

in history”.61

  This recognition of borders, especial-

ly through an international lens, matches well with 
my own work on viewers seeking identity within a 
scheme of global displacement. I chose branches 

and natural materials, as the natural world is ex-

empt from human applications of social constructs 

in the form of national borders, which often signify 
populations with ethnic identities. As Nail again ob-

serves, “’The border’ is the name of [..] commonali-
ty. The border is ‘a process of social division’”.62

  Us-

ing natural materials to activate human perceptions 

of borders allows both the viewer and the artist to 
consider the contrast between the socially con-

structed and the hard material elements. 

Another material element is the corpore-

al state of the artist. Human bodies are composed 

of physical elements and therefore deserve similar 

treatment to the branches and yarn in this piece. 

While the human body is a vehicle for human per-

61 Nail, The Theory of the Border, 1.

62 Nail, The Theory of the Border, 2.
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ceptions and social constructions, it also exists as 
tangibly as the other materials used in this piece. The 

article Feminist Live Art: Why Bodies? by Eleanor 

Roberts notes this point by writing that “bodies are 
specific and insist on representation.” It is this insist-
ence on representation which drives a piece like The 
Fact of My Space and its attempt to reconcile the ma-

terial against the feeling-thinking agent. In this piece, 

I am aware of how defining one’s gender through their 
body can create new territories for others to encoun-

ter. Bodies cannot be avoided, so they carry signifi-

cance. Ultimately, “Bodies give us access to knowl-
edge and the tools to create other languages,” such 
as I have done with my own art.63

 

Borders are humanly devised and are there-

fore socially constructed. Sometimes, these expres-

sions of human nature will be justified out of a need 
for protection, and other times they are drawn out of 
fear and the tendency to make the other what is differ-
ent. Regardless of the particular reason, the cultural 
impact on the people is still the same. The result is 

one of exclusion and feeling apart. In this way, bor-
ders do their work, as they are by definition exclusion-

ary. They speak to the idea of ‘this is mine’ and sub-

sequently establish the idea of ‘that is yours’. When 

dealing with those who severely encounter the exclu-

sionary nature of borders via cultural displacement, it 

is important for my work to afford them ways in which 
to claim ownership over an exclusionary and often re-

sistant foreign place. I do this through a series of per-

formative actions that underscore the arbitrary nature 

of borders themselves. This is achieved by imprinting 

my body on clay that has been extracted from a new 

63 Eleanor Roberts, “Feminist Live Art: Why Bodies? A 
Restock, Reflect, Rethink Three Manifesto” 2013, accessed 
March 4, 2016, http://www.studyroomguides.net/?page_id=19.
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territory. When doing this, it is as though I am leav-

ing my signature on this new location while simulta-

neously revealing an innate absence of border and 

exclusion. That is to say, the land itself does not 
come to its inhabitants with borders already made. 
The ground leaves its marks on me, which empha-

sizes the theme of needing to belong, one that is 

evident within this piece. Moreover, I am claiming a 
sense of ownership over this new location and as-

serting my presence in an unfamiliar place. When 

imprinting my body onto a clay shelter, I not only 

feel safe, but I also feel less alone and isolated. I 

am now linked and connected to this place. In a real 
way, I have left my signature on the substance of 
territory, which once made me feel other.

I consider artists who have made prob-

lematic the concepts of borders while attempting to 
reveal the land in a natural state of openness. For 

example, the works of Ana Mendieta attempt this 
critical gesture, albeit without the appropriation of 
material for further use in sculpture. Both her works 
and mine place emphasis on “earth body work 
and earth body sculptures” as a means to create 
a “dialogue between the landscape and the female 
body”.64

  While the implications of a female body 

imprinted onto a canvas is an obvious component 

in this dialogue, what is less so is how doing this 
affords an inversion of how we typically think about 
materials and tools. By using the human body as 
a tool itself and artistic materials, such as clay and 

earth, as a form of canvas, we are called to recon-

sider what purpose artist and material have in rela-

tion to each other. 

64 Tate, “Untitled (Silueta series, Mexico)”, Ana Mendi-
eta 1976 | Tate, (n.p.: Tate, 1974), http://www.tate.org.uk/art/
artworks/mendieta-untitled-silueta-series-mexico-t13356
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4.2 Overshadowing Shadows
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Figure 52. Overshadowing Shadows, 2017, performance (1-hour), 

 mixed clay on paper photograph by Feiyi Wen. 
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Overshadowing Shadows (Fig. 52) is a performance piece that investi-

gates whether we can capture our identities in a static moment, or whether iden-

tities are fluid and always changing. Ultimately, it is about the process of attempt-
ing to capture one’s identity itself, as it is being observed. The piece makes use of 

light, clay as a material and the artist as a tool for performance to make this point 

about identity. Inside a performance space, I project light against a wall, almost 
in a frame-like manner. Then, as the artist, I step into this frame of light. Once the 

shadow of my body appears, I begin tracing myself as I begin to see myself pro-

jected against the wall. Clay that has been sourced locally from London, England, 
is used to do this tracing. 

As I attempt to trace my shadow, I am constantly moving, making my 
identity – or at the very least, the notion that I can ascertain it – completely fleet-
ing and unable to be actually grasped. Moreover, it is even difficult to get a sense 
of the trace of who I am, helping to raise the larger question that perhaps identity 
cannot be captured, but rather, we as people are always in a state of motion. By 
attempting to do this with clay, I also have a better connection to my material and 
where the material is sourced from. 

This focus on material as a means of subjective interpretation is simi-
larly found in Louis Bourgeois: An Unfolding Portrait, by Deborah Wye, wherein 
she argues that materials in and of themselves can act as a form of vocabulary. 

The author writes of her title subject regarding the importance of the individual 
manifesting themselves through material by “realizing even more explicitly that 
art could be an outlet the more closely it was tied to her emotions”.65

  These act 

in much the same way that I am using mixed materials in this case, such as light, 
clay, and even my own shadow as a new, third material with which to continue 
producing new discursive artistic results.

With her outpouring of highly original forms that are closely aligned to 

emotions brought to the surface and examined through psychoanalysis, Bour-
geois demonstrated a newfound confidence. She gave no thought to stylistic 
consistency. Her forms were generated not from other forms, but from changing 
states of mind. As one art historian has noted, her work has a “psychoanalytic 

65 Diana C. Stoll, ed., Louis Bourgeois: An Unfolding Portrait, 19.
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logic”, and that logic would continue to unfold for 
the rest of her career. Her analysis in the 1950s and 

1960s had been a process of exploration, identifi-

cation, and understanding. Although it was not cu-

rative in the deepest sense, it provided a pathway. 
As one prominent psychoanalytic writer put it: “She 
may not have ‘had an analysis’; rather, she ‘used’ 

it.” It succeeded in fuelling her art by further person-

alizing it and led to the startling breakthroughs of 

the 1960s and beyond.
66

  

The work done in this piece is as much 
about space and the negative energy that fills it with 
artistic substance as it is about the issue of identi-

ty. The frantic attempt at trying to trace one’s body 

can be seen as an attempt to produce an imprint, 

one that, like clay, will hold its shape long after the 
original action has ended, leaving behind a static 

representation of identity. This idea can be similarly 

found within the 1985 film Naked Spaces: Living is 
Round, which explores the establishment of culture 
by investigating themes of space, home, material, 

and location.
67

  Trinh T. Minh-Ha’s book Framer 

Framed features lines from this film, showcasing 
how territory and body meet at the intersection of 
a concept of home. Minh-Ha features the poetical-

ly assembled lines “Life is round” and “dusty grey-
white bodies made out of clay”.68

  Describing life 

as a round, never-ending generational cycle which 
takes place inside one’s home gives important em-

phasis to how people change their material envi-

66 Stoll, ed., Louis Bourgeois: An Unfolding Portrait, 20-

21.

67 Trinh T. Minh-ha and Jean-Paul Bourdier, Naked 
Spaces: Living Is Round / a Film by Trinh T. Minh-Ha, (New 
York: Distributed by Women Make Movies, 2005), videodisc 
(135 min.): sd., col.; 4 3/4 in.

68 Trinh T Minh-Ha Framer Framed: Film Scripts and 
Interviews (New York: Routledge, 1992), 3.



ronments, almost as if living life within 
a home is its own kind of imprint. The 
imagery of dusty grey-white bodies 
made of clay also places emphasis on 

the corporeal agent’s ability to change 

the space with a life lived in the con-

text of a sanctioned material space.  

This is also evident in the 

work of Ana Mendieta’s prioritization 
of the earth as a sort of exhibitive can-

vas, along with the earth as the materi-
al on which these ideas can be further 
illuminated. By attempting to imprint 
the body and subsequently an identity 

onto the earth in its natural state, this 

performance piece does similar work. 
These gestures are found across the 

entirety of my artistic pieces, as well. 
Her Silhouette Series (1973 - 1980) 

(Fig. 53) uses body imprints to repre-

sent the trace of art without the artist, 
all through a terrestrial lens. Mendie-

ta’s practice sees her imprinting her 

body into the earth, thus transfigur-
ing the materials used and recast-

ing their usage. Mendieta does this 

more than any other artist, and her 

intimate acquaintance translates evi-

dently through her piece. This acts as 

a form of communication, not only in 

the sense that I am trying to grasp my 

own identity and share it with viewers, 
but also in the sense that whatever re-

mains after this attempt itself serves 

as an enduring form of communica-

tion.
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Figure 53. Ana Mendieta, Untitled (Sil-
ueta Series), 1978.  Gelatin silver print, 
20.3 x 25.4 cm, Solomon R. Guggenheim 
Museum.

Figure 54. Kazuo Shiraga, Challenging 
Mud, 1955. Performance view: Second 
execution, 1st Gutai Art Exhibition, ca. Oc-

tober 19-28, 1955. ©The Former members 
of the Gutai Art Association.
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To capture one’s identity in real-time, while also leaving space to have 
it resonate afterwards, is an important distinction, one that hardly feels like a dis-

tinction at all. We can only ever be left with a static and traceable form of identity 
if we ourselves go through the temporary action of attempting to actually trace it. 
Likewise, Mendieta’s work demonstrates bilateral communication in a static piece. 
She connects with the clay in real time, leaving her mark and impressing upon it 
her artistic, human presence. In this way, the clay is rendered as a communica-

tive, thinking agent, able to serve as more than an artistic material. For example, 
when I perform an action on clay, whether it be a mark or an engraving, I conduct 
my portion of the conversation through this action. In turn, the mark retained by 

the clay is the material’s response to me. In this way, clay - the very earth itself 
- can also function metaphorically as society, representing the communications 

and relationships which take place within it day-by-day, minute-by-minute. What 
is left behind is a conversation with me. It is evidence of my interdependence with 
the earth. Here, the relationship between the artist’s body and the material being 
used to bring the body forward as a vehicle for a cultural identity shows the two 
are interdependent. 

Mendieta has spoken about the relationship between the body of an 
artist and the materials used to create her work. Moreover, the artist prioritized 
her relationship to something universal, regarding her primary material as a 

conductor of this relationship. In a retrospective article for the Guardian, titled 
Ana Mendieta: death of an artist foretold in blood, author Sean O’Hagan quotes 

Mendieta’s artist statement, revealing her thoughts that “[her] art is grounded 
on the belief in one universal energy which runs through everything, from insect 
to man, from man to spectre, from spectre to plant, from plant to galaxy”.69

  It is 

important to note the relationship between the artist, her material, and larger, 
more abstract concepts and how her work attempts to act as an intersection of 
performer and material.

Likewise, artist Kazuo Shiraga’s work (Fig. 54) provides viewers with 
the opportunity to reconsider the use of tools, materials, and live action on behalf 

of the artist as unifying concepts for a piece. In what is regarded as “performance 

69 Sean O’Hagan, “Ana Mendieta: Death of an Artist Foretold in Blood,” The Guardian 
(The Guardian), September 22, 2013, https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/2013/sep/22/
ana-mendieta-artist-work-foretold-death.



painting,”70

   Shiraga 

flings his half-naked 
body against a canvas, 

moving around in the 

material until creating 

forms on the canvas. 

Here, the artist himself 

is a tool used in the con-

struction of art, his cor-

poreal being acting as 

a brush stroke would. 
Action is also a tool in 

this regard, as the artist 

must place his own body 
into a performative state 

to achieve the two-di-
mensional rendering. 

Shiraga and Gutai group 
members turned away 
from traditional styles of 

making art, and instead 

focused on radicalizing 

ideas of material and 

technique while pursu-

ing freedom of expres-

sion and action urgently 

translated through live 

performance (Fig. 55). 

70 The Art Story Con-

tributors, Challenge To 
The Mud (1955), “Gutai 
Group Movement, Artists 
and Major Works,” 2017, 
accessed January 9, 2017, 

http://www.theartstory.org/
movement-gutai-artworks.
htm#pnt_1.
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Figure 55. Finished image on the pater after the performance: 

Overshadowing Shadows, 2017, 

photograph by Feiyi Wen.
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4.3 Hammock
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Figure 56. Hammock, 2018, performance, mixed clay, metal wire, photographt by Francois Choi.

p. 123
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Figure 57. Details of Hammock, 2018, performance, mixed clay, metal wire, 
photograph by Francois Choi.

Figure 58. Metal wire structure before the performance: Ham-
mock, 2018, metal wire, photograph by Francois Choi.
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Hammock (Fig. 56) is a performative work that weaves together themes 
of identity and the human need for social cohesion. The piece is constructed by 

weaving together wire to form netting, which supports and cradles my body, much 
like a hammock. The wire was later enmeshed with clay to create a form around 
the wire. Lying in the hammock and resting against the clay, I, as the artist, am 
encountering the piece and fusing myself with it to become a part of it. As the 
piece swings and struggles, working to support my weight and serving a function-

al purpose, the tension between personal space and the longing for community is 
demonstrated to those viewing this performative piece.

The act of being viewed in this way also has implications for the materi-
al. Experiencing contact between my body, the clay, and the wire hammock brings 
my attention into conversation with my material (Fig. 57 & 61). This conversation 
is made more pronounced by my status as the performative agent. In the eyes 

of the audience, I am also part of the material, as my physical presence requires 

me to literally exist not only among them, but also in conjunction with them. In 
this way, the act of being viewed itself creates the ability to merge the artist with 
the material. The viewer’s ability to observe me as indistinguishable from the clay 
and metal materials is enough to render me synonymous with the intangible. The 
public nature of this exchange changes definitions and roles within a traditional 
artistic agreement between creator and viewer. By adding a performative basis 
for this piece, viewing also becomes part of the act of creating. By observing 
me as one with various materials, viewers thereby make me into a material, and 
therefore become co-creators in this work.

The piece sees me lying in the metal hammock until I feel comfortable, 

changing my position until I am eventually at ease (Fig. 59). The entire time, the 

clay is dripping, still wet from being applied to the metal wire net (Fig. 58). This 
constant shifting in motion brings forth a negotiation between artist and audi-
ence, as well as a negotiation between artist and material. The idea of comfort is 
central in that the piece was motivated by hammocks that people would actually 
purchase and make use of. It is as much about the appearance of function as it 

is about the form that helps make it so.
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Overcoming these difficulties to attain comfort and community is cen-

tral to my work and is reminiscent of the sentiment found in the book The Living 
Mountain, by Nan Shepherd. In it, the author writes that “those who undergo [dif-
ficulty] have the particular bodily makeup that functions at its most free and most 
live upon heights (although this, it is obvious, refers only to heights manageable 

to man and not at all to those for which a slow and painful acclimatization is need-

ful.)”71

 

In general, the effect of my piece is to actually produce a new set of 
forms where each element is indistinguishable from the other - in this case, ma-

terial and the corporeal presence of the artist. Tim Ingold’s The Perception of 
The Environment: Essays in Livelihood, Dwelling and Skill, makes an important 

point as to how others change the space they are in with their perception alone. 
Ingold postulates that if we “take people from different backgrounds and place 
them in the same situation; they are likely to differ in what they make of it”.72

  In 

this way, there is a latitude to what I mean by imprint. One’s perceptions of a new 
space can also serve as an imprint. When these perceptions are of a cultural na-

ture, they not only align with the focus of my work, but they also leave a cultural 
signature on a place that is unfamiliar to them. Moreover, this ability to create 

a difference between various cultural backgrounds through honouring different 
perspectives of them ties into the work done, with me serving as a performative 
agent, perceived to be one with the tangible materials I am using.

My work stresses concreteness, in terms of both its execution and its 
implementation, as well as the unification between body and material. In the case 
of Hammock, this is done through a contrast between a human artist and clay. 
This kind of symbiotic outcome is reminiscent of the Japanese artistic movement 

Gutai group (具体美術協会 Gutai Bijutsu Kyōkai), which embodies this approach 
clearly. This is represented by the two characters gu, which means “tool” or “the 
means” and tai, which signifies “body” or “substance.”73

  The Oxford Dictionary of 

71 Nan Shepard, The Living Mountain (Canongate Book, 2011), 7.
72 Ingold, The Perception of The Environment, 162.

73 Ming Tiampo and Alexandra Munroe. Gutai: Splendid Playground (New York: The Solo-

mon R. Guggenheim Foundation, New York, 2013), 143.



Figure 59. Bruno Munari, Seeking Comfort 
in an Uncomfortable Chair, http://www.davi-
et-thery.fr/book/bruno-munari-seeking-com-

fort-in-an-uncomfortable-chair/ (accessed June 

2018). 

Figure 60. Murakami Saburo, Passing Through, 

1956, Performance view: 2nd Gutai art exhibi-
tion, Ohara Kailkan, Tokyo, ca. October 11-17, 
1956. Photo: Otuji Seiko Collection, Musashi-
no Art University Museum & Library, Tokyo, © 
ArtCourt Gallery, Osaka, and McCaffrey Fine Art, 
New York. 
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Art defines the Gutai as “a group of Japanese artists founded at Osaka in 1954, 
led by Jiro Yoshihara. The group was best known for performance art. In 1960, 
for example, it produced a Sky Festival: ‘Large balloons bearing banners by the 
artists, and some invited foreigners.”74  My own focus on using tools as an ele-

ment in performance and invitational live exhibition is similar in its focus, as tools 
are more than just an instrument to create art, but rather an additional component 
within a piece’s impact on the audience’s experience. Gutai places a strong em-

phasis on the mutuality of physical action and the material being used to create. 

Because the body of the artist is so central to the creation of my work, I utilize 
Gutai practice. This provides a more concrete way of understanding my material. 

In many ways, Hammock requires me to serve as both artist and mate-

rial. This is instrumental in realizing the intention and the final form of my piece. 
My practice sees me as much as an artistic instrument as any tool that could be 

utilized. The harmony produced here between a tool and a piece’s exhibition is 
central to my work in that overcoming that initial compartmentalization provides 
a sense of unity for my viewers and the piece itself. When re-considering how 
action and tools can work together to produce an artistically original result, I am 
reminded of the works of Saburo Murakami, who rips through his painted canvas 
of paintings as a way to merge performance, action, and a final artistic impres-

sion from the audience (Fig. 60). In the work Laceration of Paper, we can see 
Murakami “hurling himself through a series of enormous kraft paper screens. The 

tautly stretched paper produced loud, explosive sounds as Murakami punched 
his way through each sheet as quickly as possible, releasing and revelling in 
its material properties.”75

  The performative action helped both artist and audi-

ence better understand the material used in the action. In this way, the materials 
themselves became tools in the construction, and destruction, of the piece. Mu-

rakami’s work exemplifies how simple action can help both artist and audience 
experience materials in a novel and more in-depth capacity.

74 Ian Chilvers, The Oxford Dictionary of Art, s.v. “Gutai”, 3rd ed (n.p.: Oxford University 
Press, 2004).

75 The Art Story Contributors, Laceration of Paper (1956), “Gutai Group Movement, Artists 
and Major Works,” 2017, accessed January 1, 2017, http://www.theartstory.org/movement-gu-

tai-artworks.htm#pnt_1.
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Figure 61. Details of Hammock, 2018, photograph by Francois Choi.
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CHAPTER 5 YOUR BODY

5.1  New Resident Series

5.2 Reflection as Home

5.3  Mundane Pagoda
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While the artist’s body is an important part of how physicality can be 
used as an artistic tool, it is also important to acknowledge the role audiences and 
participants play in this regard. In cultural terms, my body is the primary material 

through which I encounter isolation and difference. My corporeal self, therefore, 
is vital to how my art is generated. Yet, the physical presence of audience mem-

bers can also affect my artworks at the point of exhibition, often producing new 
artistic results and tensions simply by occupying the space with me as a viewer. 
This symbiosis occurs at the point of live performance on behalf of the artist and 

participants and at the point of ownership. In this way, viewers are able to help 
create new terms for a piece of art. 

 Public art is most effective when viewers become makers at the 
exhibition. They bring their own discomfort with their sense of identity, resulting in 
new possibilities for the terms on which a piece intervenes within the world and 
how it is emotionally digested. While exhibiting my performative piece Reflec-
tion as Home at the Slade School of Fine Art (see subsection 5-2), I relied on a 

mixture of viewer participation and mixed materials. As each viewer approached 
the opening of the pit that I as the artist was sitting in, they picked up locally 
sourced clay and dropped it into the pit onto a reflective surface, eventually cov-

ering my image in clay. This type of interaction between artist and viewer hap-

pened because the viewer inhabited a performative role and used their body to 
move through space in a way that contributed to a larger project. In this way, both 
artist and viewer are using their bodies as tools to construct meaning. I am re-

minded of Tim Ingold’s thoughts on the how relationships can produce new social 
dynamics in his writings from Evolution and Social Life, wherein he rhetorically 
asks, “Does not social life exist in the entwining?” in service to the larger point 
that  social relationships, too, must be understood as movements rather than as 

the persistent properties or momentary emissions of things.
76  Yet, I disagree that 

movements in the way Ingold means exist as the dichotomous options to what 
he devalues as “momentary emissions.” Within the domain of public art, there 
is lasting substance found in moments of encounter, however fleeting, as these 
initial responses to art establish the basis on which a work can be reflected on. 
For instance, for viewers who share their impressions of an art piece through an 
interview, their written thoughts have committed a permanent act to communicate 

76 Tim Ingold, Evolution and Social Life (London and New York: Routledge, 2016),184.



their first impressions of a temporary piece. In an interview with Terri L. Frame, 
Ingold notes that social interaction “declasses art,” making it more democratic 
regarding how audiences can engage with it, something my work attempts to do 
through public exhibition.77 My work affords the opportunity to ‘declass’ a final 
prescription of what a piece can mean, while freeing its reception from the binary 
choice of fixed meaning and momentary encounter.    

In the literal sense, audiences and participants lend their physicality 

to an art piece simply by observing it in person. By virtue of encountering an art 
piece first-hand, viewers are automatically corporeally engaged in the art, if for no 
other reason than that their bodies physically augment the spaces they are in by 

filling negative spaces with their presence, thus adding new dimensions to how 
other objects are encountered. These are not trivial contributions, however. For 
certain pieces of my invitational sculptures, I have paid careful attention to how 
viewers move through a large, freestanding work. Their movements are depend-

ent on them being physically present, and they contribute to the messaging of the 

piece simply by encountering form and even each other as they move around and 

through a particular work. But what about the act of simply viewing and not being 
physically engaged with a piece? 

Audiences also have the ability to contribute to the impact of a public 

art piece by simply observing it. What are often thought of as passive forms of 

viewership can still augment the social and artistic terms of a space wherein 
work is exhibited and can help assemble new meanings. It is helpful to consider 
the consideration raised by Grant H. Kester in Conversation Pieces: Community 
and Communication through Modern Art, where he points out that “an analysis of 
community-based public art must begin with the vexing question of how to define 
community itself”.78 Throughout my time producing public art for this project, I was 
routinely aware of how community members (i.e., viewers in the most universal 
sense) change and even dictate a piece’s message and impact. 

77    Teri L Frame, (Artist and Assistant Professor of Ceramics at the University of Wiscon-

sin-Whitewater), in discussion with the author. March 2018 (Appendix, 2019, p.147 )
78 Grant H. Kester, Conversation Pieces: Community and Communication in Modern Art, 
(University of California Press, Berkeley, Los Aneles, London, 2004), 129-130.
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The act of viewing a video is a good example of this. Mixed media ap-

pear throughout my work, and this can take the form of videos that I have filmed 
and edited. The audiences’ reactions and body language help to set the social 

atmosphere while the work is being shown, as well as after it has been shown. 
There is, of course, the more traditional act of simply viewing a displayed sculp-

ture or painting. Even so, passive viewers still change the environment with their 
physical presence, which can communicate their internal responses. 

In her book Volatile Bodies: Toward a Corporeal Feminism, Elizabeth 

Grosz notes that our historical treatments of the body and images of its likeness 
have consistently occurred throughout time, as the body represents an estab-

lished link between ideas and the physical self.79

  This is the kind of connection 

that is observable at the moment of encountering art that evokes issues of cul-

tural isolation and barriers to psychological comfort. As an artist looking to use 

her body as a performative tool in the context of public art, it is also important 
for me to continue to remember the varying perspectives of the body that can 

make this kind of transgression seem incomprehensible.
80

  Physically intervening 

within a space established by the artistic context is a way to confront viewers 
with allusions to feminism and sexuality. By introducing myself into a space, I am 
demonstrating agency over my own body and am encountering viewers on terms, 
and within contexts, that I personally have arranged. As Ingold argued in Making 
Anthropology, Archaeology, Art and Architecture, when anthropology “encounters 
art,” for instance, “it wants to treat art as a collection of works that are in some 
way caught up in a texture of social and cultural relations that we can study. Yet 
while we might learn much about art from the analysis of its objects, we learn 
nothing from it.”81  The idea here is to actually allow viewers to make the kind 
of appropriation of space and my artworks that Ingold is attempting to negate 
through connecting art and anthropology.

79 Elizabeth Grosz, Volatile Bodies: Toward a Corporeal Feminism (Indiana University 

Press, 1994), 62.

80 Grosz, Volatile Bodies: Toward a Corporeal Feminism, 90-91.

81 Tim Ingold, Making Anthropology, Archaeology, Art and Architecture (London and New 
York: Routledge, 2013), 7-8.
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5.1 New Resident Series



The New Residents series (Fig. 62 & 63) helps form understandings 
and connections with others who are experiencing cultural isolation in the city 
of Berlin, Germany. By being creatively empowered, new residents of Berlin are 
able to artistically transcend their own senses of cultural isolation. Five paintings 
comprise the series, all of which were initially composed with the participation 
of new residents to Berlin. I provided these new residents with paper and some 
locally sourced, mixed clay that I had dug up in Berlin. I then asked these new 
residents to begin making marks by throwing the clay onto the paper. 

Once these five new residents had finished expressing themselves on 
the dry paper, I asked them the same question: What do you feel? I then recorded 
their answers immediately after. I then drew on the same piece of paper, using 
their answers to inspire what imagery I drew. These participants first shared their 
impressions of the material itself. For example, they felt the clay was easy to 
use and work with. Yet, the experience overall was somewhat stressful for them, 
which mirrored their move to a new place. The cultural isolation they were expe-

riencing was made evident in their drawings and responses to the material they 
used, as was my contribution to the work after they had finished. Just like the 
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Figure 62. Installation view (left side) of  New Resident series, 
at the basement of ZK/ U residency in Berlin, Germany, 2017.
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process of arriving in a new place, there was a process of adjustment, followed 
by a period of personal and social negotiation, wherein the participants gauged 
their work objectively against their own subjective feelings. This paralleled their 
own experiences of moving to the city of Berlin, only here they were afforded a 
sense of safety by working with material objects rather than with culturally distant 
native populations.

This work is not strictly illustrative of the intangibly psychological expe-

riences that accompany displacement - it also incorporates the body as a way 
to activate the physical experiences often associated with cultural isolation. It is 
important to realize that the body is not just a physical object; it is also one able 
to represent immaterial ideals and human experiences, something art attempts 
to capture. As an artist, I use my body in various ways, from the making process 
to performative exhibitions of my work. This is an invitation that was extended 
to those participating in the lecture series, as well. By using their own bodies to 
throw clay against a canvas, while moving around to get an ideal throwing posi-
tion, they were able to act through their experience with displacement and ulti-
mately produce an artistic result that was frenzied, unstable, and complex. 

Figure 63. Installation view (right side) of  New Resident series, 
at the basement of ZK/ U residency in Berlin, Germany, 2017.
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The importance of physicality in the making process is 

evident not only in my work and pedagogy, but it also stands on a 
critical and scholarly basis of study, in particular the writings of Eliz-

abeth Grosz in her 1995 work Space, Time and Preservation: Es-
says on the Politics of Bodies. In this work, she describes how the 
human body is a source of, and target for, social constructions and 

objectification. Grosz writes that bodies have become the objects 
of intense cultural, philosophical, and feminist fascination within a 
remarkably short time.

82

  She goes on to list the gym culture of the 

1980s as an example of this evolution in our social treatment of the 
body. While this has potentially hegemonic effects, it is important 

to recognize the creative opportunities available when allowing the 
body to become an object that represents social constructs. With-

out the ability to use the body in a symbolic way to represent other 
human experiences, the performative aspect of the artist using the 
body would not be possible. Using the body as a tool to make art 
and publicly present it relies on an audience viewing the artist’s 
body through metaphoric lenses. If I am to be using my body in a 

piece that requires me to stand and walk during an exhibition, it 
is important to be able to symbolize what those movements may 
mean, either in their own lives or in relation to the piece at large. 
We need to retain the ability to view our physical selves in meta-

phorical ways. This need is made more evident when artistically 
guiding those who are experiencing cultural isolation through the 
making process.

This point is further signified in Part Two of Architecture 
from the Outside: Essays on Virtual and Real Space. Here, Grosz 
discusses space itself, and how the body moves through and af-
fects space, as a way to understand abstract concepts. My work 
and artistic focus is not only on space as a way to understand this, 
but also on identity. Grosz writes that “the space of the in-between 
is the locus for social, cultural, and natural transformations: it is 

not simply a convenient space for movements and realignments 

82 Elizabeth Grosz, Space, Time and Preservation: Essays on the Poli-
tics of Bodies (Routledge, 1995), 1-2.
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but in fact is the only place—

the place around identities, 

between identities—where be-

coming, openness to futurity, 

outstrips the conservational 

impetus to retain cohesion and 

unity”.83  An example of this is 
how other people’s bodies are 
used within my own work, and 
not just my own body. Human 
bodies can be used as tools to 

make markings on a different 

piece during a public viewing, 
using performance, space, 

and elements of the body to 

make statements in real time 

(Fig. 64 -66) . Space is not only 

something we move through, 
but it is also something we use 
to present the body, whether in 
performance or ritual, or in our 

connection with material. As 
the participants and I moved 

through in this New Residents 
series, we prioritize our move-

ment through space and how 
we as cultural others redefine 
space with our resistance to 
alienation and our attempt at 

belonging (Fig. 67 - 70).

83 Elizabeth Grosz, Architec-
ture from the Outside: Essays on 
Virtual and Real Space (MIT Press, 

2001), 92.

Figure 64. The participant for New Resident series_01, 

2017.

Figure 66. The participant for  New Resident series_05, 

2017.

Figure 65. The participant for New Resident series_02, 

2017.
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Figure 67. New Resident series_05, 2017, 

mixed clay and pencil on paper, 56w x 76h 
(cm).

Figure 70. New Resident series_03, 2017, 

mixed clay and pencil on paper, 56w x 76h 
(cm).

Figure 69. New Resident series_01, 2017, 

mixed clay and pencil on paper, 56w x 76h 
(cm).

Figure 68. New Resident series_04, 2017, 

mixed clay and pencil on paper, 56w x 76h 
(cm).
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5.2	 Reflection	as	Home
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.1
42 Reflection as Home (Fig. 71 & 72) offers 

public audiences the experience of interacting with 
space, perspectives, and identity through live per-

formance, use of space, and locally sourced ma-

terials. The piece communicates about the visibil-

ity of personal identity, including what elements 
of identity can be hidden, either through indiffer-

ence or the actions of others. Identity is presented 

here as something that can be enclosable through 

judgement or unwillingness to see others for who 
they are. Featured in the Slade School of Fine Art’s 

Graduate Degree Show in 2018, viewers were in-

troduced to this work through different media, envi-
ronments, and materials while exploring their own 
levels of engagement. Viewers first encountered 
me as I was sitting in a pit84

  looking up at them 

through a reflective surface, as they dropped clay 
that was excavated by hand in the London area. 
With the artist occupying a central space in the ar-

rangement of the installation, viewers were able to 
consider their own placement within the everyday 
act of simply observing another person. 

Space figures prominently in how Reflec-
tion as Home makes its commentary on identity. 

A space on the UCL campus was used to make 
the most out of the positioning between artist and 
viewers, one that would underscore the statement 
that identity can be easily erased by others. On ap-

proach, one could see four iron railings that were 
connected in the shape of a square, guarding the 

entrance to the underground pit where I, as the art-

84 Pit: the part of the architecture of the Slade School 

of Fine Art, UCL (University College London) which is also 
called “North Wing”:https://historicengland.org.uk/listing/the-
list/list-entry/1113056 (accessed on

),(Attached map in the appendix: p.192 - 193).



ist, was sat. The artist was only observable from above which created a hierarchy 
between artist and viewer. The audience was elevated, while I was submerged 
and dependent on their recognition. 

Beneath the artist, on the floor of the pit, was a reflective surface. This 
reflective surface allowed the artist to see the viewers who were looking down 
on her in the pit. The surface was a symbolic representation of my (the artist’s) 
identity. As each viewer stepped to look at the artist, they took a piece of locally 
sourced clay to drop into the pit and onto the reflective surface. Piece by piece, 
the clay slowly covered the reflective surface, so I could no longer see myself, 
and others could only see me from above. This represented my reflection slowly 
being eclipsed by either the indifference or the predetermined misconceptions of 

others. This action symbolized both the delicate nature of identity and the ability 

for viewers themselves to enter the performative scheme of public art. In fact, 168 
participants took part in the exhibition of this piece by dropping clay (Fig 73 -75).

I was also holding my shoes during this entire process. These were 
evocative of what are known as flower shoes in Korea, which are worn as part of 
a traditional Korean custom and represent good luck. The inspiration for incor-
porating this into the performative aspects of my piece was further due to the fa-

mous short story titled The Wedding Shoes, written by Yong-ik Kim (1956).85

  This 

action represented me holding my culture in the moments when I felt my own per-
sonal identity slipping away. There was a physicality required from the artist, the 
participating audience members, and the material itself, in order to successfully 

execute the totality of this performative piece. The body was used as a tool by all 
involved to artistically engage with the different spaces, and this placed viewers 
and artist in conversation with each other, using the downward movement of the 
material as the language through which both were physically registered within the 
context of the piece.

With most of my work exploring the concepts of home, familiarity, ter-

85 Yong-ik Kim, The Wedding Shoes (Harper’s Bazaar, 1956).
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ritory, and belonging, the corporeal individual is given special treatment. This is 

done by using my body as a way to apply materials or by creating habituated 
structures that can be inhabited by individuals for personal reflection. In the case 
of this work, it is done in concert with the physical actions of participants dropping 
clay into the pit where I am located. In this regard, Elizabeth Grosz’s scholarship 
on the corporeal entity’s ability to engender meanings parallel with my own artis-

tic works’ focus on the artist’s body as both a tool and a material that produces 
moments of encounter. My work integrates the body not only into its making pro-

cess and performative exhibitions, but in the artistic statement it attempts to make 
to my audience, as well.  The body, as a physical and figurative form, is a critical 
part of the work I am making, and my implementation of it overlaps with the work 
of Grosz. To me, the body functions as an instrument to interact with clay and as 
a symbol able to connect us to our cultural pasts and sense of identity. 

Clay being my medium gives me a way to interact with the concepts of 
territory in both literal and metaphorical ways. While I am exploring who owns the 
earth and who, in the end, may belong to it, I am also relying on the physicality of 
the earth itself, along with the physicality of my body, to make these larger points 
on belonging and cultural disconnection. Moreover, my body often becomes a 

tool with which to work with clay. This is a step in trying to achieve unity between 
the corporeal entity and the constructs we attach to it. The body as a tool ulti-
mately becomes unrecognizable from the material. This is seen in Grosz’s works 
Chaos, Territory, Art: Deleuze and the Framing of the Earth and Architecture from 
the Outside: Essays on Virtual and Real Space. The author writes on the idea 
of “lived bodies” being the bridge between art and the bodies themselves. She 
writes that these lived bodies exert their energy or force through the production 
of the new and create, through their efforts, networks, fields, and territories that 
temporarily and provisionally slow down chaos enough to extract from it some-

thing not so much useful as intensifying, a performance, a refrain, an organization 

of colour or movement that eventually, transformed, enables and induces art.
86

  

Using one’s body to apply clay is a good example of this thinking.

86 Elizabeth Grosz, Chaos, Territory, Art: Deleuze and the Framing of the Earth (Columbia 

university Press, 2008), 2-3.
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The idea of the “lived body” acting 
as the link between art and the physical world 
is one that my work uses to help facilitate mo-

ments of psychological reflection and consid-

eration of an individual’s cultural place in their 

environment. Providing spaces where not only 
the artist, but the audience members’ physical 

selves can interact with material is also signif-
icant. If the body can be a link between arts in 
the physical world, I can also be a catalyst for 
interpreting the physical world. Providing body-
sized clay dwellings is one way I achieve this. 
This is similar to Part Two of Grosz’s The Body 
as a Surface of Inscription, where she contends 
that “the body as a surface on which social law, 
morality, and values are inscribed; the second 

refers largely to the lived experience of the body, 
the body’s internal or psychic inscription. Where 

the first analyzes a social, public body, the sec-

ond takes the body-schema or imaginary anat-

omy as its object(s).”87  Where we used to see 
the corporeal as separated from the immaterial, 

we can also see ourselves separated from our 
own surroundings. By placing a head inside a 
clay sculpture or inhabiting a clay cocoon, we 
are able to isolate the body and bring an under-

standing of immaterial things, such as culture 

and ownership. 

87 Grosz, Space, Time, and Perversion, 33.
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Figure 72. The view from the basement:studio 14 
(Appendix, p. 194) of Reflection as Home, 2018, 

performance, photograph by Francois Choi.
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Figure 73. A participant drops clay during the 

performance of Reflection as Home, 2018, pho-

tograph by Francois Choi.

Figure 74. Ground floor view of Reflection as 
Home, 2018, photograph by Francois Choi.

Figure 75. Reflected imagery and clay on the 
plastic mirror, Reflection as Home, 2018, photo-

graph by Francois Choi.
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5.3 Mundane Pagoda
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Figure 76. Installation view of Mundane Pagoda, 2018, mixed clay and plaster, approximately 
7:3 ratio,45w x 36h x 30d(cm).



The piece Mundane Pagoda (Fig. 76) explores the way homes can be 
made by paying homage to the elements, materials, and visual representations 

found in nature. The piece also attempts to interrogate the concept of home as 

a neutral one, while also acknowledging the communal aspects of our historic 
and contemporary treatments of home, both literally and subjectively. With some 
third cultured individuals existing in a stage of migratory flux, it can be difficult for 
notions of home to be held as permanent, which can create further challenges in 
maintaining a permanent sense of self or “soul,” as Tim Ingold writes, in that “it 
is to place, at the origin, a conclusion that is never actually reached.”88

  With this 

in mind, this piece offers a home in the sense that it strives for permanence and 

familiarity, while also recognizing the constant movement of both our physical 
and psychological selves.  

As the instructor for this workshop, I guided 15 participants though their 
first experience of creating a three-dimensional art piece using clay that was 
locally sourced from the London area.  The piece is a collection of efforts from 

workshop participants and myself, and it pursues similar themes and concepts 
to my other work, namely, issues of identity, history, and community that can be 
triggered at the moment of cultural isolation. Playing off elements of nature, Ko-

rean heritage, and ritualistic action, this work questions what a home is, both in 
a physical and personal sense, while presenting the emotional authorship of all 
participants involved.

The piece is an innovative take on a clay pagoda and the natural states 

they are often built in, as well as the idea that a home is a place of neutrality 
where disparate and unconnected peoples can find connection through sharing 
in the construction and design process. This is why involving community mem-

bers who were workshop participants was so important. Each of them had their 
own emotional and historical contribution to make to this work, which shaped 
the making process into the ideally diverse space that the exhibition seeks. The 
participants who were involved in making this pagoda went far beyond the point 
of construction, however; they also helped infuse the piece with their own subjec-

tivity and hopes. 

88 Tim Ingold, The Life of Lines (London and New York: Routledge, 2015), 117.
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Early on, I invited participants to bring a palm-sized personal object into 
class. The object would be cast and eventually included in the pagoda as part of 
a casting tutorial. They were asked to make a personal wish before it was cast; 
the objects retained the wishes of the 15 participants, and now they are included 
in the final piece. The piece transmits their wishes, containing the energies and 
identities of those who worked to help create it. In this way, the piece references 
communal notions of a home by implementing the emotional needs of community 

members throughout the making process. 

Nature as a determining factor also figures prominently in Mundane 
Pagoda. I have long been fascinated by how natural materials that we find here 
on earth can be purposed and assembled to create recognizable and universal-

ly accepted images of home. With traditional pagodas using natural materials, 

this type of architecture seemed like an ideal way to explore this relationship 
between natural materials and humanly derived concepts of home and how the 
two worked together for the benefit of the viewer. And given the blurring of where 
nature ends and social constructs begin, this piece also presents itself as able to 

be viewed at this intersection. 

A primary inspiration for this piece was my Korean heritage and relocat-
ing ideas around culture. My research on Korean folk beliefs were significant in 
this piece’s development. These folk beliefs are known as popular religion or ver-
nacular religion. There is a specific one called ‘Minganshinang’; folk beliefs have 
been worshipped as village guardians throughout Korean history. Korean folk 
beliefs are based on religious thoughts and are mostly shamanistic. Therefore, 

they have been handed down by many generations and are central in the lives 
of many people.

89  For example, ‘Sotdae’ (Fig. 77) was a tall, wooden pole with a 
carved bird at its top that was intended to ward off evil spirits and keep villagers 
safe. The more I researched, the more I realized that homes are not neutral, as 

they have different emotional capacities within them. For example, in the case 
of Korean folk beliefs, homes need to be protected from ethereal threats. In this 
sense, they need to have symbiosis with the natural world. 

89 The Academy of Korean Studies, s.v. “Folk beliefs”, trans. Nayoung Jeong, https://
terms.naver.com/entry.nhn?docId=2653374&cid=51938&categoryId=54600.
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The idea of using the pagoda 

to interrogate contemporary and histor-

ic notions of home has been important 

in my work for several years. A pagoda, 
roughly translated, has the same mean-

ing as a tower and is known as some-

thing with multiple floors that converge 
at a high point.

90

  My reference to  stone 

pagodas draws on this structure as a 
source of belief and religious culture in 

small villages to invite blessings.
91

  In 

2015, I created a series of invitational 

drawings titled Invitational Drawings: 
Stone Pagoda (Fig. 78) for viewing in 
New London, Connecticut. The draw-

ings evoke elements of Korean culture 
and attempt to provide a sense of famil-

iarity to those navigating unfamiliar ter-

ritories and cultural isolation. In many 

ways, this was the first iteration of my 
work with pagodas as a natural form of 
home (Fig. 80). Similarly, in 2012, I pro-

duced the clay work Cocoon (see, p. 

55), which used locally sourced clay to 
create a body-sized dwelling that was 
intended to elicit home-like feelings af-

ter reflecting within the enclosed space. 
The piece was constructed using ritual-
istic actions adapted from the gestures 

found within Korean prayer and worship.

90 National Folk Museum of Korea, s.v.” 
Pagoda”, trans. Nayoung Jeong, 
https://ko.dict.naver.com/#/entry/
koko/865e3865243741e49b8367e1f90a2b92.

91 National Folk Museum of Korea, s.v. 
“Stone Pagoda”, trans. Nayoung Jeong,
https://terms.naver.com/entry.nhn?do-

cId=1022204&cid=50222&categoryId=50228.

Figure 79. Stone Pagodas (Doltop), 
explanation on http://folkency.nfm.
go.kr/en/topic/detail/1992 (accessed 

August 2017), © National Folk Muse-

um of Korea.

Figure 78. Invitational Drawings: Stone 
Pagoda, 2015, Korean traditional ink on 
paper, 30.5w x 22.9 (cm) (for each).

Figure 77. Sotdae, explanation on http://
www.doopedia.co.kr/doopedia/mas-

ter/master.do?_method=view&MAS_
IDX=101013000701119 (accessed June 
2017), © DOOSAN Corporation.
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Considerations of how to use one’s physical self are not limited only to 
the artist. While it is ultimately up to the artist to determine how the body is used 
as a way to create art and connect with her material, viewers figure here, as 
well. Though using the body as a way to create art is certainly important, this is 
also where recognition is important. Just as we remember cultural and personal 
moments within our minds, memories, we can use the finite and present modes 
of the body to create experiences for viewers that connect them to their past. 
Invitational sculpture achieves this. When entering a clay body, or personally in-

habited structure, viewers are invited to consider their own memories and pursue 
their own relationship to ideas of home due to the isolation of their body from the 
outside world. Viewers are left only with themselves, and as such, must make a 
similar decision as to how their body will be used to invoke a memory, just as the 
artist had to do.

There are also technical ways in which art can translate what we re-

member and communicate it to a wider audience. The physical self is an ideal 
way to do this, as how I use my body to connect with material, in this case clay, 
carries with it universally recognizable gestures that are able to cross cultural el-
ements. And just as the human body is able to do this, the “body” of the clay that 
I am working with is able to do this also. This can be found at the chemical level, 
which requires different attention from the more obvious recognition of physical 
movement by the human body. For example, when conducting material testing, I 
not only look at the chemical elements that make up the clay, I also try to experi-
ence it emotionally and artistically, by holding the material and sensing its energy. 

This is a direct connection between my body and the imprint it makes on the 
surface of clay found in public places. Using my body as the conduit between the 
material and my own artistic mind, I am able to get a better sense of the material, 
territory, and stories I am working with. The body is not only a tool to work with 
material, it is also a conductor through which to gauge my material.92

 

92 Grosz, Space, Time, and Perversion, 107.
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CHAPTER 6 WITHIN RITUAL

6.1  A Wall: Self-protection

6.2  Catch or Throw

6.3   Well / Wheel
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Ritualistic action involves repeating the same action to yield a uniform 
result. These actions can be representative of cultural traditions and can refer-

ence history, iconography, and heritage. Incorporating ritualistic action lends new 
ways to communicate artistic concepts, as well. Adapting the actions of my hands 
for a traditional Korean prayer, for example, is one way to communicate being 
connected to my ancestry and point of origin. Often, my work introduces Korean 
rituals into the performative aspects of an exhibited piece. As the artist, this is my 
way of extending a foundational part of my identity to audiences at the moment of 
exhibition. I also evoke various ancient myths and rituals into these actions, while 
additionally searching for new ways to connect viewers to theoretical ideas by 
using culturally recognizable ritualistic actions during the making and displaying 

of my pieces.

Using ritualistic actions as performance art recurs in my work, as it 
provides audiences with new ways to encounter the materials and messages 
comprising my invitational sculptures. Other artists have also applied ritualistic 

actions to everything from paintings to dance. Yet, it may be the absence of con-

ceptual and theoretical substances that make actions themselves, ritualistic or 

otherwise, attractive to viewers. In Ritual Theory, Ritual Practice, author Cath-

erine Bell shares that it is common for suppositional treatments of ritual to only 
very rarely include things like myth and religion.

93

  It can be argued that this 

absence is preferable for viewers, as it allows them the occasion to impose their 
own understandings and values onto the actions they are observing. This would 
be in line with Michel Foucault’s argument that the body itself is only immaterial 
due to the impressions and judgements placed on it by the large social body.94

  

My work seeks a bidirectional relationship with the audience, where the human 
form is used to establish ritualistic action, and one that accounts for the physical 

presence of the artist, as well as for the spectators who are being invited to en-

counter the work and use ritual as a way to advance the discourse further.95

 

93 Catherine Bell, Ritual Theory, Ritual Practice (Oxford University Press, 2009), 19.
94 Bell, Ritual Theory, Ritual Practice, 202-203.

95 Bell, Ritual Theory, Ritual Practice, 206.
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6.1 A Wall: Self-protection
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Figure 80. Details of A Wall: Self-protection, 2017, performance, mixed clay, at Roaming 
ROOM, 24 Manchester Street in London during the exhibition:intercontinental.



While pursuing my research question, my project titled A Wall: Self-pro-
tection (Fig. 80) used mixed clay with locally excavated materials, to interrogate 
issues relating to territory, identity, history, and cultural segregation. This project 
implements performance and ritualistic action during the making process as well 
as at the point of public viewing. Rooting this project in performance and ritualistic 
action, afforded me the opportunity to build a new space within a historic one, 
while also additionally creating a new cultural space within a foreign environment, 
as the artist is presenting her heritage within a new space.

Between February 13 through and February 22, 2017, I joined 17 other 
artists to showcase my work at Roaming ROOM’s exhibition titled Intercontinen-
tal in collaboration with the Koppel Project. My piece involved making clay bricks 
and building a wall inside the exhibition space. Roaming ROOM repurposes un-

used spaces to host artists in a regularly changing location. This particular exhi-
bition was held at 24 Manchester Street, in London’s Marylebone area. In order 
to make the bricks used in my piece, I mixed excavated clay from public spaces 
near the area. The bricks that I created resembled those lining the interior walls 
of the space. My piece involved me using this material to produce a number 

of bricks and then assembling a freestanding wall that would obstruct my body 
from viewership. Eventually, I became fully hidden behind the wall I had made. I 
handed the bricks to the viewers, so they could rebuild a wall for me to physically 
break through. 

I felt Roaming ROOM was an ideal venue to showcase my piece, A 
Wall: Self- Protection. From the perspective of exhibition, the space’s historic 
brick building and facility were allowed further discourse around the concepts 
of home and territory, while the building’s minimal interior architecture provided 
my work with the space to present and perform my work in a way that is comple-

mented by history, rather than burdened by it. I appreciated the way in which this 
space facilitated original ideas by introducing artistic life in an unused and forgot-

ten space. The environment that a piece is displayed in is important, yes, but so 

is what an artist can do within it. For instance, the application of ritualistic action is 
one that can be informed by space while simultaneously changing the space that 
it is performed within. The history that Roaming ROOM has, for example, is lo-

cated within its physical materials, yet it is the application of ritualistic actions that 
can help artists reimagine the historical and cultural significance housed within a 
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space by infusing it with live, human actions. As such, a bidirectional relationship 
is established between the static history found within the space’s materials and 
the artist who is using space to construct a new cultural narrative through ritual-
istic actions.

It is important first to understand what is meant by ritualistic actions. 
When using this term, I mean that ritualistic actions are the same physical activi-

ties completed in succession and without variation. Working within the medium of 
clay sculpture, I exercise skill-based repetition within the making process. This is 
achieved by applying the same actions to the various techniques and skills need-

ed to complete the making process, such as rolling, coiling, pinching, and even 

painting. Doing this produces a larger artistic product ultimately created through 

repetition. This approach operates on two levels. Both the artist and viewer can 
recognize how the application of ritualistic action can produce a more engaging 
piece. From the vantage point of the viewer, repetition of certain actions can give 
way to a visual uniformity within a final piece. Additionally, and perhaps more no-

tably, these actions can also take place at the point of exhibition, and add a layer 
of artistic emphasis on how a piece is viewed and interacted with from the point 
of view of the audience. 

Infusing a piece with ritualistic action is also beneficial for the artist, as 
she can use these physical operations to work through her own catharsis, just 
as the audience is able to derive their own catharsis through the more passive 
exercise of viewership. From the perspective of the artist, ritualistic action can 
affect the psychological state of the person making the art. Helping to achieve 

this psychological benefit for the artist is the ritualization of performance itself. 
This can include cultural and spiritual actions that are repurposed to enhance 

not only the technique, but also the personal experience navigated by the artist. 
A good example of this is placing one’s hands in a prayer formation while coiling 
or rolling clay. Many of these cultural and spiritual traditions stem from Korean 
heritage and take their cues from folk beliefs and traditions of Korean spirituality. 
Ritualistic actions are beneficial, as they highlight a relationship between maker, 
material, and spiritual state. While informed by a specific cultural heritage, the 
ritualistic actions infused in a piece’s construction are not simply cultural rituals, 

but rather repetitive actions that eventually assemble a final piece and state of 
psychological resolve for the maker and performer of a particular piece. 
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The benefits of ad-

dressing subjective psycho-

logical barriers through artistic 

and technical ritual and per-

formance is the creation of a 

space that I and other artists 

occupy. Artist Yayoi Kusasma, 
for example, creates a series of 
uniform dots as a way to move 
past her own mental pain (fig. 
81). Performer and artist Stu-

art Brisley’s work exemplifies 
what is possible at the inter-
section of repetitive action and 

public performance. His 1972 

work And for Today... Nothing 
(Fig. 82) saw Brisley lying in a 
bathtub covered by black wa-

ter. Only the space around his 

nose and mouth were visible, 
as he breathed steadily for two 
hours each day. This repetitive 

action represented the psy-

chology of rejection. In 1977’s 
Beneath Dignity, Brisley prob-

lematized the closure of space 

by lying face-down between 
each side of a wooden frame, 
exploring a man’s quest for dig-

nity through space itself. While 

on the ground, Brisley drew 
by hand with charcoal various 
markings, using his body as a 

ritualistic tool for performance 

Figure 81. Yayoi Kusama, Infinity Mirror Room – 

Phalli’s Field, 1965, sewn Stuffed fbric, mirrors, 455 
x 455 x 250 cm, installation view, Kusama lying on 
the floor, ‘Floor Show’, Richard Castellane Gallery, 
New York, 1965.

Figure 82. Stuart Brisley, And for today…nothing, 

1972, Performance, Gallery House Goethe Insti-
tute, London.
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and artistic design
96.  In my own practice, I employ both the literal act of repetition 

as well as the symbolic forms of physicality and ritual to introduce the body as a 
tool and a material. Often, there is an interchange between the work I am doing 
to move through a space and the acts of repetition I eventually commit. 

This is work that I do frequently when making and exhibiting my own 
artistic pieces. To me, construction and performance are both indispensable ac-

tions that not only better serve the final viewing of a piece, but also create a new 
piece through the performative element of standardized physical actions. Kusa-

ma brings herself to bear through the construction and private making of her work 
much in the way I do. Most of my work acts as a form of treatment, even coping, 
for such challenges. Understanding Kusama’s use of ritualistic actions helps bet-
ter position the original ritualistic techniques that I am using to explore cultural 
issues and territory. 

There are uses of repetition in Kusama’s work that are completed for 
their own sake, as if the exercise of repetition- the ritual itself - is its own worthy 
aim. In the piece Infinity Mirrored Room (Fig. 81), Kusama constructed her ex-

hibition in New York by painstakingly placing translucent dots around a room of 
mirrored walls, creating the impression of an infinite galaxy. The artist typically 
paints polka dots in a repetitive, calm, successive way, turning the technique into 
a personal ritual. From the review of Art Asia Pacific, Toa Masushio observed that 

“entering the romantically strange and beautifully inexplicable space of Infinity 
Mirrored Room elicits one’s senses in a way that requires no mediation or astute 
knowledge of art or Kusama’s work, but perhaps just necessitates a willingness 
to give oneself up to the artwork.”97

 I attempt to make this true from an audience’s 

perspective throughout my own work. My work also uses ritualistic action as a 
mode by which to necessitate a willingness to surrender to my art.

96 Stuart Brisley, 1 videocassette: DVD (26 mins): sd., col. ; 1/2 in., (London: Illuminations, 

2006).

97 Taro Masushio,Review of the show I Who Have Arrived in Heaven at David Zwirner in 
New York,  published in Art Asia Pacific (Mar/Apr, 2014; Issue 87).



 Another example of how Kusama executed a focus on blatant repetition 
was through the 1939 piece Untitled. The piece stands as evidence for how she 
employs ritualistic action during the making process to attain psychological relief, 

especially when attempting to achieve reconciliation with a troubling past.98

 Writer 

Izumin Nakajima reported that Kusama “says this is a portrait of her mother who 
had treated her violently and had thereby incurably traumatized her for the rest 

of her life”.  While Izumin recognized that it is impossible to know whether trauma 
informs the entire scope of Kusama’s work, it is noted that her painting technique 
at large could have been informed by this. She writes that it can “nonetheless, be 
said that we can learn about her painting from this drawing which she presents 
as the prototype of her art”.99  It is possible to experience ritualistic action as not 
only a something applied to an artist’s technique, but something that shapes an 

artist’s technique, also. This can be observed in Kusama’s 1960 painting Pacific 
Ocean, wherein a rhythmic impulse forms the brush to create larger arcs and cir-
cular patterns within smaller units.100  This relies on repetition, which is a critical 
way that the physical activities required to ritualistically make and perform art are 
standardized.

There are other artists who have successfully detailed the relationship 
between doing an action over and over to personally transcend uncomfortable 
emotional and mental states. They have also mentioned the role repetition can 

play in producing mastery on behalf of a novice. For example, in Buncheong and 
Beyond, artist Kang Hyo Lee advocates this view by using craftsmanship as an 
example, writing that “the more one spends times learning in this way, everything 
connects at a certain point. There comes a moment when the material and the 
self eventually become one.”101

  The idea that repetition can produce oneness be-

tween maker and material is something that can also be achieved performatively 
at the moment of exhibition.

98 Griselda Pollock, ed., Psychoanalysis and the Image: Transdisciplinary Perspectives on 
Subjectivity, Sexual Difference, and Aesthetics (Malden, MA: Blackwell Publishing, 2006). 152.
99 Pollock, Psychoanalysis and the Image, 152.

100 Pollock, Psychoanalysis and the Image, 144.

101 Hyeyoung Cho, ed., Buncheong and Beyond (Crosspoint Cultural foundation, 2015).
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In ceramics, repetition occupies a special place. There is a relation-

ship between artist and material that is always ongoing, sometimes even feeling 
circular. In an interview that I conducted with Korean artist Eun Bum Lee, he 
shared with me how many iterations of the same processes need to be executed 
to achieve a specific result.102  In another interview I conducted with Hyang Jong 
Oh, the artist said he had been working in Onggi for about 30 years, noting the 
impact that repetition plays in building that consistency over three decades.

103

  

But perhaps it is Kevin Carrico, who observed the broader role that ritual plays in 
for humans regularly, who expresses the view that “ritual is arguably a universal 
feature of human social existence,” additionally noting that it is as common as 
language.

104

 

My work argues for ritualism as a form of artistic language - one that 
is able to communicate feelings of cultural isolation while facilitating moments of 
encounter and psychological resolve around issues of culture. Ritualistic actions 
figure prominently in the process of my work, along with the personal feelings 
driving the need to complete my work. My artwork centres on addressing feelings 
of displacement, and I have found ritualistic actions to be helpful in the making 

process, as well as in the final presentation of my pieces. Engaging in ritualistic 
actions helps me overcome personal feelings of displacement while conducting 
myself as an artist in foreign countries. By completing the same action repetitive-

ly, I feel better adjusted to a new place. Performing the same action again and 
again serves as a coping mechanism to complete works that are thoughtful and 
demonstrate psychological resolve and resilience. Moreover, ritual action takes 

time to execute. The more time passes working in a place where I once felt for-
eign, the more sense of ownership I have regarding my new environment (Fig. 
83 - 85).

102 Eun Bum Lee(Ceramic artists in Korea), in discussion with the author. July 2018 (Ap-

pendix, 2019, p. 105 & 106).
103 Hyang Jong oh (Ceramic artists in Korea), in discussion with the author. July 2018 (Ap-

pendix, 2019, p. 112 & 113).
104 Kevin Carrico, Ritual, accessed August 10, 2018, https://culanth.org/curated_collec-

tions/4-ritual.
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Figure 83. Making a brick for A Wall: Self-protection, 2017, at Roaming 
ROOM, 24 Manchester Street in London, mixed clay.

Figure 84. The tool of A Wall: Self-protection, 2017, at Roaming 
ROOM, 24 Manchester Street in London, plaster, wood.
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Figure 85. A Wall: Self-protection, 2017, performance at Roaming ROOM, 24 Manchester Street 
in London, mixed clay, photograph by Ioanna Marinescu.
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6.2 Catch or Throw
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Figure 86. Catch or Throw, 2017, performance, mixed clay, photograph by JL.



Catch or Throw (Fig. 86 & 87) confronts audiences with a mixture of 
performance and material to ask if what they are viewing is a dramatic scenario or 
a legitimate act of violence. The application of material in this live performance art 

piece also makes audiences question what they are seeing. As the artist, I stand 
with my back to a corner in the exhibition space and face outward, before clay is 
thrown all over me over the course of an hour. Standing in the corner formed by 
the two joined walls, I am able to feel safe and supported, as well as vulnerable 
and small while I catch the clay. Experiencing these emotions simultaneously al-
lows me to interact with the clay on different emotional terms and affords viewers 
the opportunity to see me from different perspectives, whether it be as victim or 
fighter, or merely as an aesthetic object. The entire process is filmed, as some-

one standing off-camera throws clay on my body. While the clay is being thrown 
at me, I attempt to catch it in my hands, all while it continues to build up around 
me, eventually covering me and the walls I stand against. The more clay that 
gets thrown at me, the emptier the bucket that contains the clay becomes. The 
audience then must ask whether I am the artist, now a subject in her own work, 
catching the clay material, or is the artist the one throwing it? 

What helps make this piece interactive is not simply the live performance 

element, or the repetitive actions of throwing clay on the artist, but additionally the 
perceptions and thought processes of the audience witnessing it. Audiences are 
left to insert their own perceptions and feelings about they are seeing. They are 
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Figure 87. Without the per-

former: Catch or Throw, 2017.
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even left to insert their own biases and assumptions. What 
one viewer may interpret as violent, another may interpret 
as playful. In this way, audiences are empowered to engage 
with this piece on their own psychological terms, and by do-

ing so, they help craft the message of the piece by helping 

to assemble its theme with their own spectatorship and re-

actions. 

This piece becomes a larger metaphor for social 

arrangements and foreignness in that it not only parallels the 

physical representations of isolation, but it also replicates 

the internal biases many are exposed to by a social audi-
ence of strangers. Overall, my work travels in a similar vein 
to the work of Ana Mendieta. While my work focuses primar-
ily on using ritualistic action to communicate the feelings of 

displacement and psychological landscapes associated with 
home and social cohesion, there is a shared commitment to 

using ritualistic action and live performance to explore and 
make deeper cultural observations. Mendieta “stages ritu-

alistic scenes marked by senses of poignancy, viscerality, 

violence and poetic beauty” which all arise from my work, 
especially within this piece.105   Likewise, in Chicken Movie, 
Chicken Piece made in 1972, “Mendieta holds the flailing 
body of a freshly decapitated chicken upside down, evoking 
a scene of ritual sacrifice.”106 This stands as another mixed 
media piece which also capitalizes on audience discomfort 
and individual perceptions. In this regard, however, the term 
‘ritual’ is regarded as a cultural tradition rather than one of 

a series of operationalized constructive processes aimed at 

producing a uniform result. In the case of Mendieta, ritual 

is contextualized as a way to artistically represent violence 
rather than a way to produce a uniform result through ac-

tions that take their cues from metaphorical representations. 

105 Ana Mendieta: Body Tracks (Tate Film pioneers, 2018), 3.

106 Mendieta: Body Tracks, 4.
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There are instances where artists have focussed 
more on the repetitive aspects to ritual, especially in the do-

main of live performance. As mentioned earlier, Infinity Mirror 
Room, by Yayoi Kusama (See, P. 161), continues to inform 
thought on repetition in the scheme of making art while plac-

ing emphasis on ritualistic action as a form of artistic perfor-

mance. Jo Applin’s book on the exhibit considers this impor-
tant process. She writes that “rather than revealing herself 
as immersed in a process of disintegration of the psyche, 

Kusama demonstrates - performs - the unravelling logic of 

the at process”.107  Whether the “performance” of ritualistic 
action takes place in public for the viewer’s benefit, or in pri-
vate for the artist’s benefit, ritualistic action continues to offer 
not only variation in the way of practice, but also variation in 
the way of being read as an artistic technique. Never once is 
it shown who or what is thrown out, but rather everything in 
the public execution of the piece is retained.

The idea of performing is one that is inherent within 
ritualistic action, as a way in which to build new dimensions 
of artistic messaging through introducing repetitive physicali-

ty in a piece. In many cases, the artist simply being there is a 

way in which to achieve this. Brisley himself wrote about his 
artistic intentions and the implications his work has for the 
relationship between artist and medium, along with the im-

plications of creating to explore this relationship through the 
confines of live performance and the application of the phys-

ical form to a live art piece. More importantly, he spoke on 

these issues through the prism of time, something that is evi-

dent in his works. Temporality figures prominently in Brisley’s 
work and conceptualizations. By including the human body 
as a performative tool, the act of moving is one that allows 
viewers to see and trace time, as each movement ends in a 
different place from where it began; if an arm is raised, time 

107 Jo Applin, Yayoi Kusama: Infinity Mirror Room - Phalli’s Field 

(London: Afterall Publishing, 2012), 20.
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must pass in order for viewers to recognize that it has been raised. Temporality 
is therefore an important consideration when thinking about ritualistic actions in 
live art pieces. In my case, the act of being covered with clay in Catch and Throw 

underscores the passing of time, as I am physically inundated with material at the 
end of the piece’s exhibition, whereas I was pristine before. 

Brisley talks carefully about Lena witnessing what appears to be a pros-

titution deal outside of his window, after having lunch. In his book, Beyond Rea-
son: Ordure, he writes from his perspective, “On Sunday after lunch Lena and I 
were on the first floor looking out to the street. It was warm, dusty and dry. I didn’t 
see anything of interest and went back to the settee”.108   Yet later, Lena shares 
with him what she saw on the street: a car with two men and a woman with money 
being exchanged. From each of their perspectives based on the same moment 
of having lunch, each of them views what happens on the street differently and 
with a different degree of interest. Brisley finds nothing of interest and retreats 
back inside to privacy, while Lena observes, over time, the comings and goings of 
more seedy characters. In this way, the second hand account by Lena, and even 
Brisley’s account of her in the book, turns those in the car into objects through the 
power of narrative. Each used the time elapsed differently to draw different un-

derstandings of those in the car as objects. Gestures like this populate Brisley’s 
work, and I am always looking for ways to carry this kind of performative element 
forward in my own work through original means that explore the issues of culture, 
belonging, and identity.

Ritualistic action and performance are not simply limited to the execu-

tion of a live art piece, however. We find instances of this in everyday life, which 
is arguably the inspiration from which most artwork is subjectively created. For 
instance, in Andrew Parker and Eve Sedgwick’s book Performativity and Per-
formance, readers are asked to consider the range in which we, as people, can 
perform in all areas of our lives, including art and language. There are writings 
on this topic from prominent theorists, including Joseph Roach and Judith But-
ler. Prioritizing a historical perspective on how public performance has evolved 
from the Ancient Greeks to modern day America, this book features a broad set 

108 Stuart Brisley, Beyond Reason: Ordure, Dust to Dust (London: Book Works, 2003), 10.



of discourses and thought seeking to understand what exactly qualifies as per-
formance, along with how performance itself functions and has functioned over 
human existence. Rather than separating out everyday performances for things 
like gender and the way we navigate the world with socially sanctioned identities, 
I find it important to carry these performative gestures forward into my artwork as 
way to make them problematic and multi-dimensional. To achieve these aims, it is 
important to work in such a way that this piece could be qualified as an immersive 
clay experience or even an immersive performance, as seen in Tranchée (Fig. 

88) by Alexandra Engelfreit, where the artist immerses herself in a haptic relation-

ship with the earthly walls of a deep trench. Another example would be Valerie 
Dalrue’s clay piece, titled Corps au travail (Fig. 89), wherein the artist uses her 
limbs to make marks on a wall, nearly climbing it to push against the limits of 
space and the clay material that encompasses her.
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Figure 88. Alexandra Engelfreit, scrrenshot of 
Tranchée, 2013, https://vimeo.com/70952187, 

(accessed September 2017)

Figure 89. Valerie Dalrue, Corps au travail, 
2010-2015

http://www.valeriedelarue.com/en/oeuvres/
series/corps-au-travail/figures-de-1-9, (ac-

cessed September 2019)
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The action of throwing and receiving clay in my own piece Catch or 
Throw is an attempt to use literal actions to symbolize the action of language 

as a violent means by which we cover those who are culturally othered such 
as reading from the Richard Serra’s work: Hand Catching Lead (Fig.90). This is 

represented well in Chapter 9 of Burning Acts Injurious Speech by Judith Butler. 
It focuses on the intent of one’s speech, along with the performative realities 
that are produced by speech. In my case, I explore this through a literal sense 
of foreignness, one that is cultural, political, and national. Butler regards spoken 
utterances as performances that are able to deliver and realize a subjective set of 
intentions. Butler writes that speech as a form of performance “suggests that the 
words and the things done are in no sense the same. But according to his view 
of the illocutionary speech art, the name performs itself, and in the course of that 

performing becomes a thing done”.109

   At a certain point, language as a set of 

signifiers has the ability to redirect the course of how a performance is conducted 
through language, as well as performativity (Fig. 91). 

109 Andrew Parker and Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick, eds., Performativity and Performance: 

(New York and London: Routledge, 1995),197-198.

Figure 90. Richard Serra, Hand Catching Lead, 1968, http://thered-

line.org.uk/collective-reflection-dramaturgy-edited-janine-fletcher/
richard-serra-hand-catching-lead/ (accessed June 2018), photo 

graph by John Hunter, © South East Dance 2016.
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Figure 91. Installation view of Catch or Throw, 2018, 
printed photos on cotton, 100w x 180h (cm) (for each),

 photograph by Thomas Jenkins, 
P. 176-177
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6.3 Well / Wheel
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Figure 92. Well/ Wheel, 2018, performance (10 mins.) at the Slade Research Centre 
during Widening the Gaze conference, metal, yarn, photograph by Francois Choi.                                                             

P.181
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Figure 93. Overview during the performance of Well/ Wheel, 
2018, photograph by Francois Choi.

Figure 94. Performance view of Well/ Wheel, 2018, photo-

graph by Francois Choi.
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The performative piece Well/
Wheel (Fig. 92 -96, & 98) utilizes material, 
ritualistic action, and public viewership to 
provide commentary on the establishment 

of personal identity. As the piece’s name 

suggests, I first created a round, freestand-

ing structure wherein I physically place my-

self as a performative subject. The structure 
is made out of white cotton yarn, woven by 
hand to produce mesh-like, circular walls. 
The round, white structure is then filled with 
clay, and I enter it wearing white clothing. I 
begin to press my feet into the clay, evoking 

the Korean tradition of flower edging, which 
is a foot-based technique used to shape the 

clay in a circular pattern. This process re-

moves the air bubbles from the clay, thus 

making it more workable. This form of Ko-

rean edging requires beginning at the cen-

tre of a mass of clay and pushing the clay 

outward to the sides. After some time, I lie 
down on the clay floor within the round well 
structure and begin to turn my body around 

and around in a clockwise movement, mov-

ing slowly and pushing the clay outside the 
structure, until it is all out. It is important to 

move slowly and incorporate breathing into 
these motions, as the clay will stick to my 
clothing, and moving more slowly offers me 
the opportunity to push all the material out. 

My arms, legs, back, and body are now also 
edging the clay, making it more workable, 
extending the action of Korean edging with 
the entire body, not just the feet. As I con-

tinue to move in a circular motion within my 
confines, I am also pushing the clay outside 
the structure against the woven yarn and 

Figure 95. After the performance 

of Well/ Wheel, 2018, Photo-

graph by Francois Choi.

Figure 96. Details of Well/ Wheel, 
2018,

photograph by Francois Choi.
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staining it like with my clothing, symbolizing an attempt to cover a space in a new 
identity.

As I mentioned before, another artist who mixes materials and live per-
formance to achieve a dialectical result that is easily apprehended by viewers is 
performance artist Stuart Brisley. He is best known for his performance pieces 
that combine elements of a statically exhibited piece and live performance art to 
achieve a new result. Brisley’s work achieves something unique in that he sets 
the terms for a subject to become an object, namely, the artist. During his perfor-
mances, Brisley uses live action to become an object, absorbing the artist into the 
art, over time and through the piece, as a form of performance. What results is a 

commentary on not only what a specific piece may stand for, but also on the na-

ture of media and materials themselves, as made problematic through Brisley’s 
original expressions (Fig. 97).

Figure 97. Stuart Brisley, Between, 1979, performance (with Iain Robertson), De Appel, Amster-
dam.the part of the performance in text selection: Typed document entitled, ‘Between A proposal 
de appel December 79. Robertson/Brisley’,https://www.tate.org.uk/art/archive/items/tga-201114-
3-7-1/typed-document-entitled-between-a-proposal-de-appel-december-79-robertson-brisley 
((accessed June 2016) © Tate and © Stuart Brisley.



The Oxford’s A Dictionary of Modern and Contemporary Art explains 
Stuart Brisley’s life in chronological terms while also giving recognition to his 
focus on addressing issues of isolation and the subsequent feelings which can 
arise. Oxford notes that he studied at Guildford School of Art, the Royal College 
of Art, the Munich Academy, and Florida State University, finally recognizing the 
controversies around his time as an up-and-coming artist who would lie in a bath 
for days surrounded by rotting meat on the floor.110

  

The body itself is an essential component here, one that is both practi-

cally situated as a tool as well as one that functions as a material to help construct 
a particular art piece. In the essay Stuart Brisley: The Collection of Ordure, au-

thor Michael Newman identifies a corporeal element to Brisley’s work. Newman 
writes that “Stuart Brisley’s performances have involved the presentation of his 
body. In many of his performance works since the late 1960s the body endures 
difficult or extremely unpleasant conditions, or performs actions that sometimes 
involve extremes of endurance, to the point of exhaustion”.111  The idea of subju-

gation transforming a subject into an object is one that Brisley excels at. Newman 
also identifies that the body, through subjugation, turns the body into something 
“sublimated into language,”112

  even acting as a language itself. This is an impor-

tant point, as language originates from the subject but acts an object. There is 
no innate life in language; it is only used and given life through the direction of 

a thinking subject. Yet, language can also communicate, which is a nice bridge 
to what Brisley’s work does. By the subject becoming a form of language, it can 
be said that the artist is providing another avenue for the subject to become an 
object, through performative means.

110 Ian Chilvers and John Glaves-Smith, A Dictionary of Modern and Contemporary Art,” 
Stuart Brisley”, 2nd ed (New York: Oxford University Press, 2009).
111 Stuart Brisley et al., Brisley Stuart - the Collection of Ordure.  Freud Museum, 2002.

112 Brisley et al., Stuart Brisley: The Collection of Ordure, essay by Machael Newman.
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One view is that Brisley is attempting to capture something that is itself 
fleeting, specifically, the impressions we record of how the body is used. This idea 
is further explained in Chapter 2 of Culture and Performance in the Circum-Atlan-
tic World, written by scholar and historian Joseph Roach. Here, it is history that is 
open for debate, and we can easily see the body as a tool to not only record new 
histories, but to reflect older ones, as well. In this chapter, Roach writes on the 
theme of “interdependence of performance and collective memory”.113  To Roach, 
history and collective memory are symbiotic. Without collective memory, history 

cannot be recognized, and so memory must occupy an objectively reachable 
space, easily accessed by those who wish to understand the past as an expres-

sion of history. 

Roach is not only concerned with history and collective memory as an 
expression of the past; he also explores customs and traditions like the funeral 
as way for us to assemble new historical understandings through a mode of per-
formance. He writes, “In any funeral, the liminal body of the deceased literally 
performs the limits of the community called into being by the need to mark its 

passing. United around a corpse that is no longer inside but not yet outside its 

boundaries, the community reflects upon the constructedness, the permeability, 
and not infrequently the violence of its borders”.114  The funeral, for Roach, is an 
expression of performance, as well as an attempt to establish history within the 
boundaries of life and death.

113 Andrew Parker and Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick, eds., Performativity and Performance: 

(New York and London: Routledge, 1995), 45.
114 Parker and Sedgwick, Performativity and Performance, 55.



Figure 98. Mixed clay for the performance of Well/ Wheel, 2018, 

photograph by Francois Choi.
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CONCLUSION
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This journey began as a way to explore whether clay can be used as 
a ritualistic tool to better understand cultural isolation, and it has continued into 

a process of understanding the potential of artistic materials and tools, and the 

corporeal selves we may reapply to serve as each of these through practical and 
performative means. Using local material, clay sourced from London, to create 

pieces that were informed by my Korean heritage and training in ceramics, I 
developed a clearer insight into how public art realizes its impact on audiences 
and the spaces it intervenes within. Through this ongoing process, which includ-

ed multiple exhibitions and community partnerships, I was able to use locally 
sourced clay to process issues of cultural identity while creating art at the inter-
section of live performance and audience encounter. In real ways, I began experi-
encing clay from the London area as a metaphorical bridge to develop a personal 

stake in a nationalistic space which is culturally alien to me. 

Exploring physicality through the ritualistic lens of my Korean heritage 
added new dimensions to the work I produced while in this programme. Specifi-

cally, using my body to communicate emotional and cultural ideas to viewers led 
me to explore more deeply the practical artistic applications of the human body 
and not merely the symbolic ones. The making process was regularly infused with 
prayer gestures combined with hand-building skills. I am establishing a system 
of methods to explore this further, which will include reviewable documentation 
and media of performative works done in future international residencies. Over-
all, I am interested to see how my use of temporality and performance duration 
affect my view that identity is amalgamated through a series of past experiences, 
memories, and the present moments we navigate. Continuing to use my body in 
practical ways during the making and exhibition of my artworks is an approach 
I now regularly integrate while remaining in conversation with issues relating to 
cultural isolation. 

My work uses clay in ways that allow it to be experienced through what-
ever historical, national, and psychological contexts in which the artist and viewer 
may encounter it.  As such, it was important for my material testing to account not 
only for the physical and chemical composition of a material but also for the artis-

tic and emotional responses I felt while working. Accounting for the place where 
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clay is sourced while considering the history and emotional feel of a place is an 
informative component to how my work has been completed. Clay from different 
regions responds and behaves differently, whether raw or fired. My approach also 
considers how the artistic realities of the material affect the public’s relationship 
to what is created by gearing each piece to the urgent realities and concerns of 
third cultured people living in London at the present time.

From using only locally sourced clay to searching for materials and in-

terviewing third cultured persons from South East Asia and workshop participants, 
and installing the work for further public discourse, I am gathering interview con-

tent from participants in two ways. The first is at the site of my work’s exhibition. 
I ask those who have encountered my work to share with me how their feelings 
around displacement have changed after experiencing a piece. Workshop partic-

ipants comprise a large part of my audience and are vital in assembling research 

findings and executing methodological outcomes, in that I measure the benefits 
they experience by performing ritualistic actions.

Displacement is an issue which clay as a material can uniquely ad-

dress. David Macey contends that “the mechanism of displacement detaches 

the arrest of emotional charge of an unconscious idea and transfers it to a less 

intense idea which is linked to the first by a chain of associations.”115

  Through-

out the process of researching and creating artworks for persons who have to fit 
into a new society in a new place, my understanding of clay as a primary artistic 
material has deepened, as has my formal work around using clay as an artistic 
tool to negate displacement and cultural isolation. More importantly, the goals I 

have for more work are clearer, as I have now coupled the processes of an artist 
during the making process with the receptions of wider audiences. Additionally, 
creating body-sized dwellings out of natural, locally sourced materials in London 
has helped me frame my research for future opportunities of international prac-

tice. When I consider material in this way, I am reminded of the observations of 
Roger Kneebone in The Art of Medicine: Materiality and Tread, where he writes 

115 David Macey, The Penguin Dictionary of Critical Theory, s. v. “Displacement” (New York: 
Penguin Group (USA), 2001).
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of a woman who “channels her whole attention to that nexus where hands, ma-

terials, and tools intersect,”116  as this what transpires during the construction and 
viewing of my works.

One way that I would like to achieve this work is by applying even more 
thoughtfulness to the discourse my pieces are trying to stimulate. One way I 
am looking forward to doing this is through philosophical meditation. This ap-

proach welcomes individuals to consider three fundamental questions regarding 
acknowledging what anxieties are being avoided, what is causing pain that is 
not yet fully understood, and what positive and anticipated prospects need to be 
identified more clearly. This is work that can happen during the making process, 
in collaborative projects with community members and third cultured populations, 
and at the audience level when they are encountering my work. There is an op-

portunity to apply the tenets of philosophical meditation to the work I am doing, 
and there is also opportunity for audiences to insert their own forms of thoughtful-
ness around these issues. This kind of thoughtfulness and emotional awareness 
of what feelings are being held in regard to cultural isolation are central to the 
work I am doing.117

 

I began my time in London expecting to interject my own experiences 
of cultural isolation into a disinterested Western landscape. What I uncovered 

through intense artistic practice, collaboration, and research is that there are no 

answers that can be provided from an authorial place of artistic intention that can 
override the fluid reality of what viewers and audiences create together through 
engaging with public art. With each new discovery of how my body could function 
as a tool, and with each new realization that every audience brings a new heart-
beat into a public space which itself can rewrite the artistic narrative of a given 
piece, I began to see my own identity as one that is similarly open to change. 
By working with local materials through live performance, ritual, and the human 

116 Roger Kneebone, The Art of Medicine: Materiality and Tread, The lancet, vol. 389 (21 

January 2017), 246-7.

117 The School of Life Dictionary: The Language of Emotional Intelligence, s. v.“Philosophi-

cal Meditation” (The School of Life Press, 2017), 182.
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body, I was able to create works that “privileg[e] [the community’s] role in the col-
laborative artistic partnerships”118 This has been a journey that has taken me, as 
the artist, out of the centre, just as I have worked so intensely to place my body 
and biography in the centre of my work. I have found the paradox on globalization 
that I observed in my introduction to now extend to my own artistic practice--that 
I am at once in the centre of my own story of cultural identity and yet outside of it 
when releasing myself into unfamiliar land surrounded by others. 

118 Miwon Kwon, One Place After Another:Site-Specific Art and Locational Identity, (MIT 

Press, Massachusetts. London, England. 2002), 104-105.
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